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This is Morehead State College .. . its beautifully land-
scaped campus .• .. its stately buildings . .. its wonder-





Registration is always a time of anticipation. 
Sometimes confusing, sometimes tiring .. . 
but always a new beginning of more won-






Growth is the byword as Morehead State College is cur-
rently in an unparalleled expansion program unlike that 
in the history of the institution . Nearing completion now 
201-room dormitory and a lOO-unit married housing 
to get underway are two more new dormi-
tories, a class ilding and a maintenance and in-




In the stately rooms of John~lOn Camden Library 
or in busy classrooms or in the offices of pro-
fessors ... you find an academic atmosphere per-




Athletics at Morehead State College play an integral part in the 
overall well-balanced program. Not only does the college par-
ticipate in all intercollegiate athletics but a wellorounded intra-
mural program is offered. 

THE DORAN STUDENT HOUSE 
The hub of campus social life is the beaut iful new Doran Student 
House. Gatherings ranging from dances to parties to dinner meet-
ings to club meetings are held here. Recreational facilities, 
a television room, grill, cafeteria, post off ice, ultra-modern ,book-
store, meeting rooms and lounges are features of the always-busy 




Graduation is a wonderful though sad time when 
after four years on the hill one receives his cher-
ished diploma which is a symbol of excellence 




GOVERNOR BERT T. COMBS 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 
Mr. B. F. Reed, Mrs . E. E. Shannon, Mr. Charles Gill~y, Dr. W. H. Cartmell, Mr. Bruce Walters, Mr. 
Alex Chamberlain. Absent when the picture wa s taken was Wendell Butler, Superintendent of 
Public Instruction and Chairman of the Board. 
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DR. DORAN NAMED "KENTUCKIAN OF THE YEAR" 
President Adron Doran received what is probably the highest award a Kentuckian can be presented when the 
Kentucky Press Association named the popular educator "Kentuckian of the Year" at its annual winter meeting. 
A standing ovation was given Dr. Doran by the 180 Newspaper publishers from throughout Kentucky who called 
him a man "unsatisfied by little things" and a man who "has accomplished a tremendous amount for the organi-
zation for which he works and for the Commonwealth of Kentucky." 
The award had gone to such great Kentuckians in the past as Alben Barkley, John Sherman Cooper, Thomas 
Poe Cooper, Mary Breckinridge, Henry Ward, Paul G . Blazer, Albert B. Chandler, Jesse Stuart, Ed Diddle and 
Robert M . Watt. 
Lt. Governor Wilson Wyatt, Dr. and Mrs. Doran and Governor Bert Combs at a reception at the Governor's Mansion following the KPA 
award banquet. 
Receiv ing an engraved p itcher A sta nd ing ovation 
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A BUSY MAN . .. 
President Adron Doran is constantly on the go as he assumes his 
many responsibilities. At the right, he is shown with Home-
coming Queen Wanda Peace ... directly below, he is dictating 
to his secretary, Anna Carter ... at the lower right, he is seen 
at a basketball game with his namesake, David Doran Flatt ... 
and at the lower left, he is being presented the Chamber of Com-
merce "Morehead Man of the Year" award by Public Relations 
Director Ray Hornback. 
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MSC's FIRST LADY 
There is an old adage which says "Behind every g reat 
man there is a great woman ." Such is the case at 
Morehead State College where Mrs. Adron Doran does 
many more things than ordinarily expected of a col-
lege President's wife. She sponsors the Cosmopolitan 
Cl ub, plays the organ at home basketball games, gives 
teas, luncheons and dinners for hundreds of people 
duri ng the year, has organized style shows and g iven, 
tal ks on the campus and is extremely active in many 
reg ional and state-wide events. 
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ROGER L. WILSON 
Dean of Students 
DR. WARREN C. LAPPIN 
Dean of Instruction 
EARL YNE SAUNDERS 
Associate Dean of Students 
LINUS A . FAIR 
.Registrar 
RAY R. HORNBACK 
Director of Public Relations 
HERBERT H. HOGAN 
Business Manager 
MONROE WICKER 
Director of School Services 
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DR. PALMER L. HALL . 
Director of Graduate Studies 
W. H. RICE 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
MERLE HOWARD 
Director of Training School 
ROBERT WOOSLEY 
Consultant-In Service Education 
lONE CHAPMAN 
Librarian 
BILLY J . HALL 




Assistant Business Manager 
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HEN RY CLAY HAGGAN ________________________________ Agriculture 
NAOMI CLAYPOOL ________________ _______________________________________________ Art 
THOMAS D. YOUNG ___ _____ ___ ______________________ _______ __ _____________ __ Art 
ROSS C. AN DERSON ____________ _______________ ___________ Commerce 
CHARLES C. APEL _____________ ___ _________ ____ __________________ __ ___ Commerce 
ALEX D. CONYERS ______________ __________________ ____ ______________ Commerce 
ALICE E. COX Commerce 
MARY MARTI N ____________________________________ __________ _____ _____ Commerce 
HEN RY A. CAREY ____________ ____________________________ Ec. Sociology 
NEVILLE FINCEL _________ _____ __ __________________ _____________________ Economics 
ROSCOE PLA YFORTH _________ ___________________ __ _____ _____________ Sociology 
DR. ZELL WALTER _________ ______ __________________ _____ ______ Education 
TH ELMA CA U DILL __________________ _______ __ _____________________________ Educa tion 
OCTAVIA GRAVES ____________ ___ ____________ ________ _____________ ____ Education 
DR. HUGH J . McSHEA ___ _____________________ ________________________ Education 
DR. LAWRENCE R. STEWART __ __________________________________ Education 
DR. NORMAN T ANT _______ __________ ___________________________________ Education 
ELLA O. WI LKES ____________________________________________ Geography 
JOHN GARTIN __ ___________________ _______ ________ ____________________ Geog raph y 
DONALD L. MARTIN __________ _________________________ ___________ Geography 
28 THE FACULTY 
DR. ZADIA HERROLD ________________________ Physical Education 
EARL BENTLEY ____________________________________________ Physical Education 
GEORGE COOKE ____________________________________________ Physical Education 
PHYLLIS HERROLD ________ ___ _____________________________ Physical Education 
EDWARD LUCKE ___________ _____________________ __ _____ _____ Physical Education 
SUE LUCKE _____________________________________________ __ _____ Physical Education 
BILL MACK _________________________________________________ ___ Physical Education 
ANN PEMBERTON ______________________________ __________ Physical Education 
GUY D. PENNY ______________________________________________ Physical Education 
DR. CLIFFORD RADER ____________________________ Hist . and Pol.Sci. 
DR. ROSCOE BAKER _____________________________ _____ _____ Political Science 
DR. WILHELM EXELBIRT _____________________ __________________________ History 
DR. NOLAN FOWLER ____________________________________________________ History 
CARL WOODS __ _____________________________________ __ _______________________ History 
PATTI BOLIN Home Economics 
ANNA L. HALE ______________________________________________ Home Economics 
ALICE KAUFFMAN ____________________________________________ Home Economics 
JESS MAYS ______________________________________________ Industrial Arts 
NORMAN ROBERTS ____________________________________________ Industrial Arts 
CLARICA WILLIAMS __________________________________________ Library Science 
THE FACULTY 29 
DR. LEONARD ROBERTS ________________________________ Languages 
GABRIEL C. BANKS __________________ ______________________________________ English 
MONA COMBS _________________ __ __________ __________ ____ __ _______________ English 
W. P. COVINGTON, III ' ____________________________________________________ Drama 
Z. BRENT FRY ___________________________________________________________ _____ Speech 
WI LliAM HAMPTON ________________________ _____________ _______________ English 
DR. JERRY HODGES ____________________________________________________ English 
JOAN KAVANAUGH ________________ _______________ _____________________ Spanish 
HILDRETH MAGGARD ____________________________________ ___ __ ___________ English 
ETHEL MOORE _______ ________ _________________________________________________ Latin 
I REN E MU RPHY ________ __________________ __________________________________ English 
JAMES PRINCE English 
DR. EUGENE SLOANE _______________________________ _____________________ English 
ALBERT STEWART _________________________________________ _______________ Eng lish 
ALLEN WHARTE~ BY ____________________________________ __________________ French 
DR. J . E. DU N CA N _________ _______________________________________ Mus ic 
JAMES R. BEANE _________________________________________________ _____ ------ Mus ic 
OVAL B. HALL ________________________ __ • ___________________________ ---------. Music 










J 0 H N STEn E R ________________________________________________________________ Mus ic 
" DR. FRANKLIN MANGRUM ___ : ________________________________ Philosophy 
DR. WILLIAM B. OWSLEY ______________________ ______ Science and 
Mathematics 
NELL S. CHEATHAM ________________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
NELL CLARK ____________________________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
LAKE COOPER ___________________________________________________ _____ Science and 
Mathematics 
DR. MARGARET HEASLIP ________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
DR. CRAYTON JACKSON ________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
CHARLI E J EN KI NS ________________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
ALLEN LAKE ____________________________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
ELIZABETH MAYO Science and 
Mathematics 
PAUL OVERSTREET ________________________________________________ Science and 
Mathematics 
TON EY PH ILLI PS ____________________________________________________ Science and 
Math~matics 
THE FACULTY 31 
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J 0 H N A L LE N ___ ___ ___ ____ _________________ __ ___________ _____ A th letic Director 
MARY ANDERSON ____________ __ _____ _________________________ Elementary Ed . 
SU ZA NNE BRA DL EY ___________________________________________________ Li bra ri an 
IRA CAU DI LL _____ ___________________ ______________________________ __ Mathematics 
LORENE DAY __ ______________ __________ _______________ __ __ __________ Social Science 
SAM DENNEY _____________________________________ __ ______ ____________ ____ ___ English 
THELMA EVANS Elementary Ed . 
RONDAL HART Industrial Arts 
DONALD HOLLOWA Y ___________________________ __ _______ _____ ______ _____ Speech 
BERNICE JACKSON _________________________ ___________________ Elementary Ed . 
J UA NITA MIN I SH __________________________ ____ ____ __________________ La ng u age 
HAZEL NOLLAU ____________________________________________________________ Science 
MARY NORTHCUTT ____________________________________________ Elementary Ed . 
VIRGINIA RICE ________________________________________________ Home Economics 
ERA SMELLEY ____________________________________________________ Elementary Ed . 
NONA WATSON ____________________________________________ Elementary Ed. 
BLANCH E WALTZ __ ______________ ___ _____________________________ Elementary Ed. 
HAZEL WH IT AKER ___ _________________________________________________ Counselor 
GEORGE T. YOUNG _____________ __ __________ ______ ______________ __ _____ History 
BRECKINRIDGE 
TRAINING SCHOOL 
MARQUERITE BISHOP ______________________________________ Asst . Librarian 
GRETT A F. CARPENTER ____________________________________________ Secretary 
ANNA B. CARTER ____________________________________________________ Secretary 
V I RG I N I A CAU Dill ____________________________________________________ Secret a ry 
WilMA CAUDill ________________________________________________ College Nurse 
BETTY JO CONLEY ____________________________________________________ Secretary 
DOROTHY B. CONLEY ________________________________________ Ref. Librarian 
AVAlEEN COOKE ____________________________________________________ Secretary 
ELIZABETH CRAIGMYlE ____________________________________ Cafeteria Dir. 
EDWARD DETHERAGE ________________________________________ College P.M . 
AN ITA FAllS ________________________________________________________ Order Writer 
JOYCE HART ____________________________________________________________ Secretary 
DONNA HASTINGS ____________________________________________ Invent. Clerk 
ALICE HUGHES ________________________________________ Dir . Allie Young Hall 
SIBBI E PlA YFORTH ______________ ___________________________ __ _ Periodical Lib . 
lA U RA P REW I TT ________________________________________________________ Cash ier 
LUCillE SAllE ____________________________________________________________ Secretary 
VERA SUBLETT Secretary 
BARBARA WAllS ________ .___________________________________________ Secretary 
JEAN WEllS ____________________________________________________________________ Clerk 




SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
JOE P. TACKETT ________________________________________ President 
ROBERT E. ROSE ________________________________ Vice-President 
SU ERE E D ________________________________________________ Sec ret a ry 
PHI L BA R K E R _________________________ ---____ c________ T reasu re r 
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Virginia A. Addington 
Roscoe, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Betty Roberta Allen 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
Gary W. Alletzhauser 
Sy.racuse, New York 
Art and Speech 
Charles C. Alley 
Farmers, Kentucky 
Ind . Arts and Agriculture 
Jerry Lee Amburgey 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Math.; Phy. Ed. and History 
Lois Ann Arnett 
Galdia, Kentucky 
Physical Education 





Speech and Drama 
Phillip R. Barker 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Social Science and Biology 
Thornas Allen Behymer 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Biology and Phy. Ed. 
Shirley Ann Belcher 
Dorton, Kentucky 
Education 
Norma Ruth Bertram 
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Four years ago, 428 freshmen enrolled at Morehead State College. Many dropped out during the ensuing years but 
the cream of the crop is shown on the following pages. 
This senior class, the largest in the history of Morehead State College, is composed of outstanding students from all 
sections of Kentucky and from numerous other states. 
The seniors seen on the following pages have many fond memories of their experiences at Morehead State College 




Eugene Sidney Binion 
Stark, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Joe F. Blackburn 
Canada, Kentucky 
Physical Education and Industrial Arts 
Ferrell Jean Bolton 
Raceland Kentucky 
English 
Gary V. Branson 
Price, Kentucky 
History and Physical Education 
Della Mae Brown 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Theodore Austin Brown 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Accounting and Political Science 
Woodrow Wilson Burchett, Jr . 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Frances W. Cain 
Louisa, Kentucky 
Art 
David W. Cameron 
L.f .c. Queens, New York 
Music 
Mary Baughman Cameron 
Arsonia, Ohio 
Music 
Julian Von Campbell 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Chemistry 
Leonard Franklin Carpenter 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Physical Education 
"How's the Melon, Toots?" 
Bill and Mike enjoy the annual melon feast. 
't 
Sherwood Wayne Chapman 
Barboursville, West Virginia 
Physical Education and Industrial Arts 
Jimmy L. Christian 
Morehead, Kentucky 
I ndustrial Arts 




South Point, Ohio 
Chemistry and Biology 
Wilgus B. Collins 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Zane E. Collins 
Clearfield, Kentucky 
Physical Education 
Wallace M. Conley 
Staffordsville, Kentucky 
Speech and Drama 
Wilma Sue Conley 
Hillsboro, Kentucky 
English and Geography 
Frank Thomas Conyers 
Car/isle, Kentucky 
History and Physical Education 
Phillip Keith Cornett 
Hindman, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Mark C. Craft 
Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Connie Gail Crissman 
Minnie, Kentucky 
Music 
"Punkin, remember when-?" 





Carolyn P. Crosthwaite 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Sidney R. Cure 
Gary, West Virginia 
Physical Education and Geography 
Jean Arthur Daniels 
Booneville, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
Jane Yvonna Davis 
Pinsonfork, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Alby Lewis Dawson 
Kenova, West Virginia 
Physical Education 
Charles W. Day 
Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Accounting and Economics 
Reda Castle Day 
Winchester, Kentucky 
Commerce 
J . P. Deaton 
Canoe, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Larry K. Delong 
Van Lear, Kentucky 
Geography and Geology 
Betty R. Donaldson 
Mt . Sterling, Kentucky 
English and Speech 
Orville Jesse Doyle, Jr. 
Mayking, Kentucky 
Music 
Johnny Richard Duncan 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Political Science 
"Smile, please ." 
Student poses for photographer. 
Harold Brown Falls 
Charlestown, Indiana 
Physical Education 
Nancy Carol Fannin 
Raceland, Kentucky 
Music and English 
Barbara Blevins Farrell 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
James Russell Farrell 




Agriculture and Biology 
Glenn Fields 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Physical Education and Industrial Arts 
Lloyd Edgar Fields 
Biggs, Kentucky 
I ndustrial Arts and Geography 
Vivian Rose Fields 
Banks, Kentucky 
Art 
Phyllis Jean Flanery 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Music and Speech 
Dorothy A. Freeman 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Robert A. Freund 
Rocky Point, New York 




"Just call me Clark." 





Patricia A. Galliher 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Mathematics 
Charles E. Gilley 
Gray, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Sociology and Economics 
Betty Jean Green 
Morehead, Kentuckv 
Commerce 
Kenneth Ray Greene 
Hindman, Kentucky 
Mathematics and English 
Herbert D. Greene, Jr. 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Mathematics and Chemistry 
Billy Allen Grimes 
Carlisle, Kentucky 
Physical Education and History 
Linda Craycraft Gross 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
James Davis Grubbs 
Walton, Kentucky 
Economics and Sociology 
Glenna Begley Hamilton 
West Irvine, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
Paula Dean Hamilton 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 






"Heave - Ho" 
Fo'ur Huskies and a Hutsky get ready for concession sales. 
Charles C. Harrison 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Mathematics 
William H. Holbrook 
Flat Gap, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Edith Fae Holman 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Education 





French, Latin, English 
Joel Thomas Horton 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Commerce 
Alma R. Howard 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Eco'nomics 
Thomas E. Hummer 
Huntington , Indiana 
Physical Education and Industrial Arts 
Wallace Lee Isham 
Harrodsburg, Kentucky 
Physical Education and Biology 
Sandra Lynn Johnston 
Artville, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Charles D. Jones 
Columbus, Ohio 
Math, Chemistry, Physics 
Charles L. Jones 
Morehead, Kentucky 
History 
"They forgot to yell timber." 





Vivian Faye Jones 
Logan, West Virginia 
Social Science 
Maxine Meade Keach 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Joyce Ann Kegley 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Jack J . Kelley 
Red Bush, Kentucky 
I ndustrial Arts and Agriculture 
James Douglas Kelly 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Commerce 
George D. Kilgore 
Hindman, Kentucky 
Mathematics and English 
Robert Felix Kincer 
Mayking , Kentucky 
Physical Education 
William Edward King 
Printer, Kentucky 
Industrial Arts and Geography 
George H. Leslie 
New Providence, New Jersey 
Biology 
Donald L. Lewis 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Art 
Drusilla Verdalee Lewis 
Farmers, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Betty Doris Manley 
Sharpsburg, Kentucky 
Social Science 
" There is a bus going East . .. "/ 
Homeward bound for the holidays. 
" 
Aleta Jane Mann 
Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Bessie Sallee Marshall 
Rousseau, Kentucky 
English and Commerce 
Stanley Earl Marti 
Soldier, Kentucky 
Social Science 
James Watts McClave 
Hitchins, Kentucky 
Commerce 
John C. McCoy 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Karen Ruth McCurdy 
Marietta , Ohio 
Elementary Education 
Francis M. McKenzie 
Flat Gap, Kentucky 
Chemistry . 
Janet Stephens McKenzie 
Olive Hill , Kentucky 
Commerce 
Roger Coe Meade 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Political Science and Economics 
Sherri Burgnie ier Miller 
North Vernon, Indiana 
Biology and English 
William Joseph Miller 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
I ndustrial Arts and Physical Education 
Carroll D. Moore 
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky 
English 
"Gillette has nothing on this." 






Douglas Martin Moore 
Ashland, Kentucky 
I ndustrial Arts and Agriculture 
Richard Dale Neal 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Social Science 




Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Gaye Lafferty Osborne 
Wheelwright, Kentucky 
Physical Education 
Ronald Martin Osborn 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Business Administration 
Clement Clarence Patterson 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
English 
Nelson M. Pettit, Jr. 
Piketon, Ohio 
Chemistry and Biology 
Ralph Ray Phelps 
Russell, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Sociology and Economics 
Johnny Franklin Phillips 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Industrial Arts and Agriculture 
Dorman Picklesimer, Jr. 
West Van Lear, Kentucky 
General Business, Speech, Dramatics 
Sue Ann Plummer 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
English and History 
"R&R - relaxation and rehabilitation ." 
Three young co-eds partic,i pate in favorite pastime_ 
Glennis N. Ramey 
Langley, Kentucky 
Physical EducMion 
Linda June Ramey 
Langley, Kentucky 
Commerce 
Richard Hudson Rannells 
Blanchester, Ohio 
Physical Education, Economics,. Sociology 
Gary E. Ratliff 
Elkhorn City, Kentucky 
English and History 
Cheryl Sue Reed 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
Donald lewis Reed 
Ludlow, Kentucky 
History 
Ella Nixola Reeder 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Biology 
William H. Richardson 
Millstone, Kentucky 
Physical Education 
Virginia S. Risner 
Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Nancy Patrick Roberts 
I rvine, Kentucky 
Commerce 
Patty M. Robinson 
Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Mary lou Rose 
Wurtland, Kentucky 
Commerce 
"What is the score - Love?" 





Robert Edwin Rose 
Wurtland, Kentucky 
Business Administration 
Claude Sallee, Jr. 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Physical Education and General Business 





I ndustrial Arts, Economics, Social 
Steve Sandlin, Jr. 
Buckhorn, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
William D. Savage 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
Business Administration 
Harry R. Shrout 
Myers, Kentucky 
Social Science 
Fred C. Simpson 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Economics, Sociology 
Thomas Martin Sims 
South Shore, Kentucky 
Physical Education, History, Geography 
Alex Sklepovich 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Physical Education and Geography 
Elliott P. Slagle 
Piketon, Ohio 
History and Geography 
Richard G. Slater 
Williamson, West Virginia 
Industrial Arts, Physical Education 
" Guess who just walked by?" 
These looks depict their approval. 
Charles Vernon Smith 
Portsmouth , Ohio 
Sociology and Economics 
Cova Don Smith 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Commerce 
Robert David Smith 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Music 






Roy H. Spaulding 
Covington, Kentucky 
Music 
Paul B. Spencer 
Martin, Kentucky 
Commerce 
Noel Dudley Staggs 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Commerce 






Ermel Stepp, Jr. 
Pilgrim, Kentucky 
Mathematics and Physics 
lewis Jay Stepp 
Warfield, Kentucky 
History and Physical Education 
" Atlantic City bound." 





Craig William Stevens 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Chemistry and Biology 
Rodney Joe Stewart 
Morehead, Kentucky 
I ndustrial Arts 





Physical Education and History 
Peter Louis Strode I 
Huntington, Indiana 
Music 
Esta Pea·rI Tackett 
Melvin, Kentucky 
Home Economics 
Joseph Patterson Tackett III 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Physical Education 
Paul H. Todd 
Hillsboro, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Geography, Agriculture 
Ronald Francis Tucker 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Speech, I ndustrial Arts 
Howard Wayne Wade 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Speech and Dramatic Art 
Sonia Ann Ward 
Eze/, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Edgar Paul Warinner, Jr. 
Albany, Kentucky 
Physical Education, Biology, Political Science 
"You can be as cool as you want to be." 




Physical Education, Economics, Sociology 
Betty Jean Wells 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
English 
Randall Lee Wells 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Music 






Robert Lucian Williamson 
I nez, Kentucky 
Biology 
Helen Ruth Wood 
Jeffersontown, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
Wilma June Wright 
Silverhill, Kentucky 
Elementary Education 
This beautiful scene reflects why our campus is regarded as 
"one of the most beautiful in the South." 
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JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
GARY NORTH ____________________________________________ President 
ARLEN E SHADRACH ________________________________ Secretary 
DAN BEASLEY _____ __________________________ _____ Vice-President 
LES R E DMO N D ______ ____________________________________ Treas u rer 
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i 
Marie McBrayer Adams 
Pinsonfork, Kentucky 
Brown l. Adkins 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Robert G. Alexander 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Janet Faye Allen 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Raymond Keith Altizer 
Russell, Kentucky 
Rena Mae Applegate 
Tollesboro , Kentucky 
Carol Ann Babyak 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Marilyn Rose Bach 
Eze/, Kentucky 
Don K. Back 
Jeremiah, Kentucky 
John Samuel Bailey 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Robert lewis Baker 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Gerald P. Banker 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Jane Patricia Beam 
West Union, Ohio 
Daniel E. Beasley 
Harlan, Kentucky 
Eva Bekassy 
New York, New York 
Esther Mae Benack 
Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Robert Tyrone Bentley 
Neon, Kentucky 
Jackie l. Berry 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
leslie Howard Best 
Chicago, Illinois 
Rondell Delano Blevins 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 







Haddix , Kentucky 
Shirley Bradley 
Stearns, Kentucky 






Bonnie Jo Cantrill 
Ashland, Kentucky 




Ida Belle Caudill 
Elliotville, Kentucky 
Isaac David Caudill 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Sadie Nell Caudill 
Hallie, Kentucky 
Anthony J . Cavallo 
Gary, West Virginia 
Pat Clevenger 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
William Roger Cline 
I nez, Kentucky 
Carl Gene Coburn 
Pedro, Ohio 
James Robert Coleman 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Doris Elaine Collins 
Dema, Kentucky 
Dawn Gloria Colwell 
Wheelwright, Kentucky 
"Swing that pretty gal round and round." 
Norma and larry enjoy one of the frequent sock hops. 
4, 
Clyde Maurice Combs Jr. 
Bakersfield, California 
Alben B. Conley 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Scottye Ann Copher 
Olympia, Kentucky 
J . Patricia Cox 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Paul E. Crace 
Piketon, Ohio 
Thomas Dixon Craft 
Neon, Kentucky 
James Buford Crager 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
William Raymond Craigmyle 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Donald Ray Daniels 
Lackey, Kentucky 
William E. Davidson 
Middletown, Ohio 
larry Edward Detters 
Ashland, Kentucky 
John W. Duke 
Blackey, Kentucky 
Gretta Brown Duncan 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Emily Marie Durrett 
Jeffersontown, Kentucky 





Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Barbara Gayle Farley 
Feds Creek, Kentucky 
John Martin Farrell 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Anita Clotine Fe·rguson 
Crockett, Kentucky 
Ivory W. Ferguson 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Paris Ferral Ferguson 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Billie Gayle Fields 
Raceland, Kentucky 





Teddy Kelly Fields Jr. 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Georgia Kay Forsythe 
Raceland, Kentucky 
Beverly louise Fryman 
Sharosburg, Kentucky 
Virginia Howe Gaines 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Allen l. Gaffin 
Manchester, Ohio 
Roger A. Gambill 
Blaine, Kentucky 






Phyllis Carol Giles 
Allensville, Kentucky 
Robert F. Gill 
Allensville, Kentucky 
Margie A. Greene 
Edsel, Kentucky 
William Clay Gregory 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Nathaniel Ragland Grubb 
Jeffersontown, Kentucky 
Don Blake Hall 
Shelby Gap, Kentucky 
Johnnie Melvin Hall 
Jenkins, Kentucky 
Mary Janis Halsey 
West Uberty, Kentucky 
Janet Marie Hamm 
Maysville, Kentucky 
"Just lean back and smile." 
Troy and Gary relax after a job well done. 
Richard Fording Hammil 
Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 
Clara Jane Harp 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Elwood Harris 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 








Norman Douglas Hippe 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Barbara J . Howard 
Madison, Indiana 
Homer Clay Howard 
Estill, Kentucky 
John D. Howard 
Harlan, Kentucky 
Peggy Ann Hubbard 
Paris, Kentucky 





Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Wilma lee Ison 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Joyce Sue Johnson 
Elliotville, Kentucky 
Mona Ethe I Joh nson 
Elliottville, Kentucky 
Talmage Wayne Johnson 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Jimmy Harold Jones 
Millstone, Kentucky 
Paul R. Jone·s 
Bevinsville, Kentucky 









Elmo Glen Kallner 
Minford, Ohio 
He le n R. Kelly 
Flat Gap, Kentucky 
Forrest Wendell Kelly 
Greensburg, Kentucky 
J immie E. Key 
New Castle, Indiana 
Ste phen J. Kvichak 
Duquesne, Pennsylvania 
James Chester Landrun 
Jackson, Ohio 
Nell Hall Lawson 
Myra, Kentucky 
Ronald K. Lea 
Brooksville, Kentucky 
David F. Little 
Denniston, Kenfucky 
Clyde H. Maddix 
Grahn, Kentucky 
Jim Malone 
West Union, Ohio 
Rheba Nell Martin 
Mt . Sterling, Kentucky 
David Wilson Masters 
Springboro, Ohio 
Harry Wayne May 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Ronald Paul Mayo 
Ansonia, Ohio 
John Lafe McDavid 
Hitchins, Kentucky 
Jim C. McGehee 
Hurricane, West Virginia 
Hallie Earlene McGlone 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
"How. bad is that?" 
Sadie Hawkins dance brings out the best and the worst in all of us. 
Marlene M. Messer 
Hagerstown, Indiana 
Charles J. Miller 
North Vernon, Indiana 
Gary lee Miller 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Philip Tyrone Morgan 
Augusta, Kentucky 
Robert Dwight Morton 
South Shore, Kentucky 
Paul Murphy Jr. 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Dorothy Ann Natzke 
Fort Knox, Kentucky 
Anna lee Nickell 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
George William Nielsen 
Pequannoek, New Jersey 
Charles Phillip Niren 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Winford V. Norman 
New Castle, Indiana 
Gary B. North 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Evelyn Regine Nygaard 
Grov, Grovfjord, Norway 
Patricia Ann Oberley 
Minford, Ohio 
Michael James O'leary 
Ironton, Ohio 
Duana Ruth Olson 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Herbert R. Osborne 
Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Warmon Douglas Osborn 
Canal Winchester, Ohio 
W. Clyde Osborne 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Gail C. Ousley 
Morehead, Kentucky 




Patricia Eastin Peck 
Bowen, Kentucky 
Jeanette Perry 




Don G. Polly 
Co mmiskey, Indiana 
Jerry Lee Powell 
Hamilton , Ohio 
Ossie Francis Prater 
Ma sh Fork, Kentucky 
Crayton (Bo) Queen 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Mariio Wilson Rawlings 
Sharpsburg , Kentucky 
H. D. Reynolds 
Owingsville , Kentucky 
Jacqueline Riley 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Blueford M . Rice 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Eddie Joe Robinson 
Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Bonnie Lou Rogers 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Tom Edward Russell 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Bobby N. Salyer 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Jimmie R. Salyer 
Salyersville , Kentucky 
Patricia Lynn Sargent 
Betsy Layne, Kentucky 
James Raleigh Satterfield 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Eleanor A. Saunders 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Walter Henry Schutte 
Chamblee, Georgia 
James L. Setser 
Van Lear, Kentucky 
" Whar's Marryin' Sam?" 
The court anxiously awaits the preacher's arrival. 
Arlene D. Shadrach 
Florence, Kentucky 
Roger W. Shipman 
Georgetown, Ohio 
Rose Ann Shivel 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Barbara Jane Smith 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Charles B. Smoot Jr. 
Coral Gables, Florida 
Patricia Spencer 
Middletown, Ohio 
Iris Janet Stafford 
Paintsville, Kentucky 




Janice E. Story 
Mayfield, Kentucky 
Sherrill Wayne Storey 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
William J . Svec 
Pleasant Hills, Pennsylvania 
James Edward Thomas 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Robert Wilson Thomas Jr. 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Henderson levi Thompson 
Stockdale, Ohio 
lucille Crawford Trent 
Clearfield, Kentucky 
lois Dee Vanlandingham 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Perry R. Walls 
Harlan, Kentucky 
Barbara Sue Ward 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Anna Mae Warren 
Bradley, Kentucky 
lester Thomas Webb 
Charlestown, Indiana 
Harry V. Weber 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Donald leslie Wetmore 
North Hanover, Massachusetts 




Hazel Cox Williams 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Richard Ollen Williams 
Ashland, Kentucky 
William Thomas Wills 
Van Lear, Kentucky 
Harold lewis Wilson 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Judith lorraine Wilson 
Florence, Kentucky 
Marilyn Rose Wiseman 
South Whitley, Indiana 
Nellie Faye Witt 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Ronald J. Wright 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Peggy Jayne Young 
Houckvi/le, Kentucky 
; I 
WINTER ON THE CAMPUS 
The beautifully landscaped campus be-
comes a snowy wonderland in the winter 
months . 
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Bobby Lee Adams 
Wings, Kentucky 
Calvi" Neil Adams 
Bradley, Kentucky 
Mary Ruth Adams 
McRoberts, Kentucky 
Nina Opal Adams 
Willard, Kentucky 
Robert R. Addington 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Brenda Elam Adkins 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
William Thomas Adkins 
Paris, Kentucky 
Freeda Aileen Akers 
McDowell, Kentucky 
Kennith Ray Akers 
Drift, Kentucky 
Betty S. Amburgey 
May's Lick, Kentucky 
Mary White Anderson 
Cynthiana, Kentucky 
Barbara Ellen Anglin 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Dave Virgil Applegate 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Helen Kay Arnett 
Salyersville, Kentucky 




Peggy Aileen Auxier 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Ronald Mayrice Bach 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Clara Betsey Baker 
Greenup, Kentucky 




Marshal Douglas Banks 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Thelma Jean Barker 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky 





Kerma Lee Beaven 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Carol Bentley 
South Shore, Kentucky 
Max M. Benton 
Dayton, Ohio 
Paul Dewey Bevins 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Mary Helen Birch 
Nebron, Kentucky 
Ronald Adrien Bivens 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Jo Ann Blackburn 
Endicott, Kentucky 
Bob R. Blevins 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Beverly L. Bowling 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Gomer Lee Bradley 
Price, Kentucky 




Charles Okey Brewer 
Warfield, Kentucky 
Geraldine E. Bromley 
New Baltimore, Michigan 
Judith Ann Brown 
Linthicum Heights, Maryland 
Wallace Michael Brown 
Logan, Ohio 
Ralph Donald Buckley 
Shively, Kentucky 
Sue Ellen Burchett 
Gulnore , Kentucky 
Dennie Burton Jr. 
Bonnyman, Kentucky 
Denny Edmond Burton 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Mary Graham Burton 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Ned Hagan Bush 
Harold, Kentucky 
Nancy Lu Bustetter 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Ollie V. Butcher 
Van Lear, Kentucky 
Sandra L. Callihan 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Max Baer Calhoun 
Leburn, Kentucky 
Mollie Kay Campbell 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Ralph L. Carder 
Bonnyman, Kentucky 
Franklin B. Carver 
Minford, Ohio 




Homer C. Castle 
Aberdeen, Ohio 
Barbara S. Caudill 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Betty J. Caudill 
Hi Hat, Kentucky 




Patricia A. Caudill 
Morehead, Kentucky 




Laura L. Childers 
Shelby Gap, Kentucky 
Micki Childers 
Dorten, Kentucky 
Wilma J. Chinn 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Charles L. Chumley 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Dan M. Clark 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Delbert G. Clay 
Inez, Kentucky 
Jordon B. Clay 
Inez, Kentucky 
Patricia L. Clay 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Tom P. Clayton 
Morehead, Kentucky 
SOPHOMORES 
"Every girl should have a " Toni!" 
Wanda and Tony enjoy the welcomed sun . 
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lewis M. Clements 
Portland, Maine 
Requa J . Cline 
Morehead, Kentucky 
James R. Coffee 
Burdine, Kentucky 
Arthur J. Cole 
Carmargo, Kentucky 
Norma D. Cole 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
lily J . Collins 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 




Julian B. Cooley 
Prestonburg, Kentucky 
Temple l. Cope 
Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Don C. Copher 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Margueritte E. Cornett 
Hindman, Kentucky 
louis W. Cowen 
McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 




Floris A. Crawford 
Olive Hill, .Kentucky 
laura l. Crawford 
Danville, Kentucky 
Mary K. Cropper 
May's Lick, Kentucky 
Bobby l. Crouch 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Charles D. Crouch 
Olympia, Kentucky 
Carl R. Damron 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Bonnie K. Davidson 
Raceland, Kentucky 
Helen F. Davis 
Load, Kentucky 
James P. Davis 
Ashland, Kentucky 
linda S. Davis 
Wheelwright, Kentucky 
William F. Davis 
Carter City, Kentucky 
Roberta J. Dawson 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Charlotte J. Dean 
Ashland, Kentucky 
" 
Edward R. Debaene 
Mt. Clemens, Michigan 
Sara M. DeHart 
Olive Hif{, Kentucky 
William H. Denham 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
David J. Derrick 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Jo Ann Des Jardins 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Thomas H. Dewees 
Ashland, Kentucky 
James W. Diamond 
Midway, Kentucky 
Dorothy l. Duvall 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Fred A. Durvall 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Jackie R. Ellis 
West Union, Ohio 
Bobbie J. Ensminger 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Lynn S. Evans 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Frankie l. Evans 
Malone, Kentucky 
Betty l. Everman 
South Shore, Kentucky 
Ann Nealis Fekkos 
Marietta, Ohio 
Ronnie D. Fern 
Cowan, Kentucky 
Tommy G. Fern 
Cowan, Kentucky 
Naomi l. Flannery 
Farmers, Kentucky 
David F. Fleming 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Barbara E. Follmer 
Dover, Kentucky 
SOPHOMORES 
"Cream and sugar, please ./I 




Paul F. Ford 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Fred A. Fraley 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Robert D. Fraley 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Wallace B. Francis 
Carr Creek, Kentucky 




Martha L. Frye 
South Portsmouth, Kentucky 
Helen L. Galliher 
Ashland, Kentucky 
John L. Galloway 
Paris, Kentucky 
Nancy L. Gardner 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Warren A. Gast 
Fairdale, Kentucky 
lloyd Goble 
Preston burg, Kentucky 
James E. Gray 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
John F. Gray 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
June D. Gray 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Merle J . Gravett 
Middletown, Ohio 
Clyde B. Green 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Charles A. Griffie 
Orkney, Kentucky 
Robert L. Griffith 
McAndrews, Kentucky 
Emma L. Gullett 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Violet M. Gullett 
Morehead, Kentucky 




Jack R. Hall 
Ermine, Kentucky 
Joseph B. Hall 
Morehead, Kentucky 
linda L. Hall 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Martha S. Hall 
Paintsville, KentuFky 




Teddy D. Hall 
Melvin, Kentuck, 
Tom W . Hamilton 
Charleston, Indiana 
William W. Hamilton 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 






Janet M. Haney 
Carter, Kentucky 
Dennis W. Harper 
North Vernon, Indiana 




George W. Hazelwood 
Leban, Ohio 
Anna G. Henry 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Franklin B. Hicks 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Cliff B. Hieronymus 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Donley M. Hill 
Jenkins, Kentucky 
Kirby E. Hoffman 
Wayland, Kentucky 
Rose Ann Hogge 
Load, Kentucky 




Mary Rose Honaker 
New Richmond, Ohio 
SOPHOMORES 
" The first derivative is the velocity-" 
Larry, Patty, and Terry cram for exams. 
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George R. Howard 
Garrison, Kentucky 
Sarah l. Howard 
Salyersville, Kentucky 
Donna C. Hughes 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Robert A. Hutch inson 
West Liberty, Kentucky 
Raymond l. Ingram 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 




Olen D. Jackson 
Bentonville, Ohio 
Delia C. Jenkins 
Aberdeen, Ohio 
Ronald l. Jennings 
River, Kentucky 
John J. Jester 
Large, Pennsylvania 
Connie W. Johnson 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Joy B. Johnson 
Ashland, Kentucky 




'Frankie K. Kan 
Victoria , Hong Kong 
Richard J . Kandik 
Toledo, Ohio 
Jimmie F. Kegley 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Marjorie A. Kegley 
Upper Tygart, Kentucky 
Rodney R. Kegley 
Verner, West Virginia 
Ronald M. Kegley 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Charlene E. Kelley 
Cannon, Kentucky 
Judith C. Kelly 
Leitchfield, Kentucky 
Charles A. Kennedy 
Felicity, Ohio 
George D. Kerr 
Circleville, Ohio 
Gary B. Kinman 
Burlington, Kentucky 
Gary N. Knight 
Paintsville, Kentuc.ky 
letitia A. Knoeller 
Middletown, Kentucky 
'I 
Janice R. Lambert 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Ronn ie Lawson 
Orkney, Kentucky 
William H. Leet 
Mt. Olivet, Kentucky 
Edith M. Lewis 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Gary N. Lewis 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Rebekah A. Lewis 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Patty L. Litton 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Josh K. Lovelace 
Barlow, Kentucky 
Janice R. Mabry 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Phyllis G. Maggard 
Wolfe, Kentucky 
James D. Mann 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Steve B. Marrs 
South Whitley, Indiana 
Barry D. Martin 
McDowell, Kentucky 
James F. Martin 
Mousie, Kentucky 
Rexel C. Maxey 
Elamton, Kentucky 
Darlene M. McCann 
Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Barry L. McFarland 
West Union, Ohio 
Henry F. McGuire 
Jeffersonville, Kentucky 
Georgia A. Mcintyre 
Elizaville, Kentucky 
La Verne McKenny 
Georgetown, Kentucky 
SOPHOMORES 
"Somebody stole my bike." 
Annual Campus Club bicycle race is an added attraction to 




Harold J . McNamara 
Newark, New Jersey 
Peggy P. McNew 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Joan K. Meyer 
Berne, Indiana 
Paul B. Michener 
Waynesville, Ohio 
Foy B. Middleton 
Salt Lick, Kentucky 
Dixie L. Miles 
Union City, Ohio 
Arlene F. Miller 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Sandra A. Miller 
Ashland, Kentucky 








Daisy L. Mooney 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
Anna J . Moore 
McDowell, Kentucky 
Josephine Moo,re 
Shelby Gap, Kentucky 
Lois A. Moore 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Joan M. Moore 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Edward E. Morgan 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
James M. Morgan 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Allie S. Morris 
Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Gloria J. Mosley 
Melvin, Kentucky 
Doris A. Mullins 
Henryville, Indiana 
Thomas L. Murphy 
Mandfield, Ohio 
Frank H. Neher 
Greenwich, Connecticut 
John T. Nevison 
South Shore, Kentucky 
Clarence A. Noble 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Sandra J . Nyilas 
McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Raymond J . O'Keefe 
Westbury, New York 
'I 
.. 
Doris A. Oney 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Jimmy Osborne 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Nancy J. Osborne 
Martin, Kentucky 
Pamelia P. Osborne 
West Liberty, Kentucky 




Wilma J . Parker 
Owingsville, Kentucky 
Donald L. Parks 
Olympia, Kentucky 
Wanda H. Peace 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Ronald B. Peccola 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Darrell D. Pelfrey 
flamton, Kentucky 
Franklin D. Perry 
Paintsville, Kentucky 
Lois E. Phelps 
Troy, Ohio 
Linda G. Pierce 
New Castle, Indiana 
Harry M. Plummer 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 
Rose A. Ratl iff 
McCarr, Kentucky 
Jerry J. Rayburn 
Osgood, Indiana 
Paul F. Rice 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Charles R. Richardson 
Danville, Kentucky 
Mary L. Ricketts 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
SOPHOMORES 
"Just five more days." 






Nancy l. Roberts 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Sue C. Roberts 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Grey H. Robinson 
Lakeland, Florida 
Richard l. Robinson 
Waynesville, Ohio 
Orville J. Roe 
Tollesboro, Kentucky 
Dixie A. Rose 
Jackson, Kentucky 
Elmon E. Rose 









Thomas G. Salyer 
Salyersville , Kentucky 
Kenneth l. Salmons 
North Vernon, Indiana 
Joseph A. Scherer 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Harold A. Schuh 
Louisville, Kentucky 
James A. Scobee 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 






Wallace l. Slater 
Williamson, Kentucky 
Joel P. Slaughter 
Gilbertsville, New York 
Alice l. Smart 
Seaman, Ohio 
James M. Smiley 
Prestonburg, Kentucky 
Allan B. Smith 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
David M. Smith 
South Portsmouth, Kentucky 
Mary M. Smith 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Brenda J . Snelling 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
William Darrell Sorg 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Evelyn Gail Sowder 
Corbin, Kentucky 
Zona Faye Spangler 
Mayking, Kentucky 
Patricia Gayle Stanley 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Jack B. Stephens 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Darrell Raymond Stephenson 
Portsmouth, Kentucky 
Betty Jo Stepp 
Pikeville, Kentucky 
Lloyd E. Story 
Flemingsburg, Kentucky 
Janet Ruth Stultz 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Janet Sue Tackett 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Linda Lee Tackett 
Virgie, Kentucky 
Roger L. Tackett 







Gloria Marie Taylor 
Seaman, Ohio 
Teddy Gene Taylor 
Seaman, Ohio 
Billy R. Thomas 
Whitesburg, Kentucky 
Hermione Virginia Thomas 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Beverly C. Thompson 
Valley Station, Kentucky 
SOPHOMORES 
Cookie and her friends discuss housing conditions. 
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James T. Thornberry 
Sandy Hook, Kentucky 
John Thomas Tierney 
Mayslick, Kentucky 
James Edward Tolliver 
Jenkins, Kentucky 
Sabrina Ann Tolliver 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Albert Bruce Truitt, Jr. 
Raceland, Kentucky 
David Daniel Tuck"r 
Morehead, Kentuckv 
Tom Dale Valz 
Newport, Kentucky 






Berniece R. Virgin 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Charles Ronald Virgin 
Oldtown, Kentucky 




Phyllis Ann Walter 
Hazel Green, Kentucky 
Sid Darrel Walters 
Hendricks, Kentucky 
Carolyn Sue Watson 
Plummers Landing, Kentucky 
David W. West 
Tongs, Kentucky 
Robert Nelson West 
Oil Springs, Kentucky 
Billy Westerfield 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Troy W. Wheeler 
Paintsville, Kentucky 




Thomas Charles White 
Syracuse, New York 
Rachel Thomas Whitney 
Charlestown, Indiana 




Charles L. Williams 
Pittsburgh, Fennsylvania 
Linda O. Yarrington 
Ashland, Kentucky 
Edson James Yetter 
Springdale, Pa . 
Patricia Carol Yonts 
Neon, Kentucky 
Kathryn Ann Young 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Claudia Ann Williams 
Kermit, West Virginia 
Mary lena Williams 
Frenchburg, Kentucky 
Bonnie Sue Wilson 
Wellington, Kentucky 











John Hart Adams 
Judy Louell Adams 
William Paul Adams 
Robert Jay Adkins 
Charlene Howard Aitkin 
Barbara Ann Allen 
Ellarose Allen 
Helen Louise Allen 
Milford Ray Allen 
Billy Joe Anderson 
Carolyn Anne Applegate 
Michael G. Armitage 
Anna Jo Arnett 
Linda Lou Arrington 
Carolyn Alexine Atkinson 
Larry Edward Auerswald 
Stephen Sargent Bacon, Jr. 
Charle·s J . Bailey 
Darold Rayburn Bailey 
Gary Lee Bailey 
Phil ip Kent Baker 
~obert Newland Baker 
Donald Dewey Baldridge 
Lexter Baldridge 
John Gordon Barber 
William Be·rtram Barbour 
Kenneth Ray Barker 
Ronald Eugene Barker 
Stephen Scott Barnett 
Patricia Ann Bartlett 
Bette Jo Bateman 
Flotine Bates 
Donald Edward Bays 
J . W. Beasecker 
Donald Lee Behm 









Shirley A. Bishop 
Hugh J. Black 
William Goebel Black 
Delbert Blair 
Helen Franciene Blair 
Paul Wilson Blair 
Elmer Blevins 
John Henry Bloethe 
Lillian Fern Bluebaum 
Wanda Jean Boggs 
William Thomas Bolinger 
Vera Ann Boncasosky 
Edwin Lee Bowerman 
Janace Bowling 
Robert L. Bradford 
Homer Dean Bradley 
Leo Herman .Bradley 
Carl Revel Breeding 
Delphalene Brewer 
John S. Brodrick 
Keith Allen Brooks 
Addison C. Brown 
Carlos Junior Brown 
Patricia Ann Brown 
Robert Ivel! Brown 
Rosemary Brown 
Thomas Bennett Browne 
A. Colleen Browing 
Alfred Gene Browing 
James Thomas Bryant 
Gerald J. Budgery 
Emma Sue Burgher 
l 
Fred A. Burns, Jr. 
Gary Ray Burton 
Alma Ann Bush 
Wilma louise Butler 
Jack Burns Calhoun 
Clyde Joseph Caligiuri 
Joyce Ann r:allihan 
Barbara Glenn Calvert 
Yvone Helen Campbell 
Judith Wi Ilene Cannon 
Albert Nathan Capehart 
Thomas Richard Cappadona 
Richard Kimbrel Capps 
Harry Wolfe Carey 
Joan Beverly Carpenter 
lynda Gaye Carver 
Freda Catron 
James S. Caudel, Jr. 
Clyde Caudill 
Jane Carole Caywood 
Clara Margaret Chandler 
Patricia Ann Chapman 
George Homer Cheek 
Betty lou Clark 
Keith W. Clark 
William leonard Clary 
Faye lynn Clay 
lynne Karen Cline 
Brenda Joy Coatney 
Victor Hugh Cole 
Sarah Elizabeth Coleman 
Harold Allen Collins 
Marlene Jo Collins 
Marie Combs 
Gaylord E. Combs 





Merita Joyce Cook 
Neil Warren Cook 
Ronald Sherwood Cool 
Janice Nelson Commer 
Richard Wayne Coon 
Dennis Donald Cornelius 
Joan Cornett 
Ward Lewis Corum 
Carolyn Sue Cox 
James Ray Cox 
Shelba Jean Cox 
James Lewis Crace 
James O. Cracraft 
Arthur Dallas Craft 
Gordon Crisp 
Chloe Ann Crouch 
Dannie Lee Curtis 
Charles Butler Dale 
Glenn Curtis Dalgleish 
Pamela Mae Dalton 
Helen Marie Damron 
Ester Lee Daniels 
Nancye Louise Daniel 
Robert Arthur Daniels 
Carolyn Sue Davidson 
William Scott Davidson 
Barry Lynn Davis 
David P. Davis 
Hazel Kidd Davis 
James Adair Davis 
Martha Ann Davis 
Wanda Joy Day 
Hurshel Lee Deb'ord 
Margaret Delorse Debord 
Gerald Allen DeFosse 
Joe Jack DeLong 
\ 
Richard F. Detrick 
Carl Perry Dieterich 
Edward James Dillion 
George Garland Dillow 
Donald Vincent Dipirro 
Joseph A. Dolgas 
John Stanley Donat 
Marion Garr Doyle 
Nelson Everett Doyle 
Franklin Delona Duke 
Robert Dupuy 
Kiser Elam 
Sandra Michael Elam 
Arye Eleanor Ellington 
Charlotte Ida Ellington 
Haze·1 Elliot . 
Ben Rhodes Ellis 
Norma Jean Ellis 
Barbara Sue Erwin 
Ruth Ann Esham 
Bill E. Estes 
Charlotte Elizabeth Ethridge 
Donna Rae Evans 
Freda G. Evans 
Mary Sue Evans 
Constance Lee Fannin 
Sharon Coll1ns Fannin 
Sherry Jean Fannin 
Mary Magdalene Faris 
Harold Joe Fawns 
William Ellis Fawns 
Carol Ann Feather 
Curtis Ray Ferguson 
Paul Eugene Ferguson 
Donald Ray Fields 





Ronnie Wayne Fields 
Robert Green Finn 
Larry W" Fisher 
Richard M. Flannery 
Cora Lea Flem ing 
Billie Jean Fluty 
Grover Cleveland Fluty 
Mona Yvonne Fowler 
Roy Melvin Foster, Jr. 
Fred Louis Francis 
Orris Eugene Frazier 
William Jesse Frazier 
Louise Thomas Fryman 
Linda Lea Fugett 
Sandra Kay Fulton 
Anna Jean Gayhart 
Gerald Lee Gearhart 
Cecilia Ann Gentry 
Carol Ann Georges 
Rita Ann Georges 
James Gevedon 
Carlos R. Gibson 
John Wesley Gipson 
Norma Louise Gilliam 
Glenn Forrest Gleim 
Daniel Goble, Jr. 
Brenda Jane Goldy 
Larry Lee Goodman 
Ada Jane Graham 
Nancy Lou Graham 
James Bert Greene 
Connie Lee Greer 
Ray Hopkins Grider 
Helen Louise Grierson 
Bonnie Louise Griffith 
Donald Gene Hacker 
'; 
Delbert Allen Hackworth 
Donnie Anthony Haitz 
C. Pat Hall 
David lee Hall 
Frank Elmo Hall 
June Christine Hall 
Kenneth lee Hall 
Patricia Joann Hall 
Kenneth Hamilton 
J . Richard Hamm 
Jim Benny Hammond 
Carlos Eugene Haney 
Danny Joe Haney 
larry R. Haney 
Peggy Ann Haney 
Billy Bruce Hardin 
Dorothy Iris Hargis 
Thelma Jean Harrington 
Joseph Milton Harrison 
John J . Hartlage 
Carl Edward Haslam 
Billy Ray Hawes 
Earl Dean Hayes 
Gary Phillip Hayes 
• 
leola Carole Henderson 
Noel E. He.gton 
Frances louise Helphinstine 
Gene William Hemminger 
Hugh Harold Henegar, Jr. 
Don Marvin Henry 
Harley Thomas Herrin 
Barbara Mae Hetrick 
Donna lee Hettinger 
Cecil Henry Hewlett 
Charles A. Hicks 





Sandra Rae Hicks 
Jackson Marvin Hill 
Bobbie Sue Hillman 
Nancy Lynne Hinton 
Arthur G. Hock 
Barbara Jean Hoggatt 
Phyllis Ann Holbrook 
Thomas Gerald Holowitz 
Evelyn Nell Hopkins 
Bonnie Joyce Hopson 
Alexander Montgomery Horner Jr. 
Viola Horsley 
Daniel B. Hoskins 
Beverly Howard 
David Ray Howard 
Marjorie Howard 
Marjorie M. Howard 
M. Gail Howard 
Morine Howard 
Nannie Curran Howard 
Charles Darrell Huber 
Paul Norman Huff 
Billy Earl Humphries 
Curtis R. Hutchinson 
Karen Sue Hutchinson 
Lois Hutchinson 
loredia Hutchinson 
Robert Earl Hutt 
John Anthony Ingoglia 
Kendall Ray Ison 
Paul Ison 
Linda lou Jackson 
lonnie Ray Jackson 
Betty Jeanne Jacobs 
lois E. Jenkins 
Alyce Fay Jessee 
Beulah Faye Johnson 
Forest Johnson 
Jackie Ray Johnson 
Mary Katherine Johnson 
Roger Glenn Johnson 
David Darrell Jones 
Henry Wise Jones 
Kenny Robert Jones 
Stuart Harvard Kaminsky 
Paul Dean Keesee 
Gary Leroy Kemper 
Everett Wendell Kennan 
Linda Lou Kennedy 
Pauline Kennedy 
Jane Elizabeth Kenrick 
Richard Howard Kerfoot 
Carol Ann Kershey 
Edward Paul Keslar 
Kendrick Paul Key 
Betty Jo Kidd 
Johnny Bernard Kidd 
Byron Dale Kimmel 
Patsy Ann Kincer 
Franklin Delano King 
Judith Loraine Kinney 
Eddie James Kirk 
Jan Knepsh ield 
John Joseph Kokorchen 
Evelyn Lois Kurth 
Thea Layne Lacy 
Da isy Mae Lancaster 
James Preston Lawrence 
Rebecca Rae Laycock 
Laffyette Ma,rcus Leadingham 
Priscilla Ann Leesburg 





Robert T. LeuPold 
De Etta Lewis 
Wanda Louella Lewis 
Milton Lewis Liming 
Wanda LaVern Lindon 
Larry Darryl Linville 
Donna Jean Lohmeier 
Janice Faye Long 
Minerva Lovely 
Raymond Houston Lowe 
Barbara June Lykins 
Richard Scott Lykins 
Rodney T. Lyons 
James Cletis Mabry 
Virginia Lee Mabry 
Omega Slone Machen 
Garnetta Litha Maggard 
Robert McClaugherty Maggard 
John A. Mann 
Warner Keith Manning 
Gerald Neal Marshall 
Andrew Jackson Martin 
Arthur Martin Jr. 
Burnis Martin Jr. 
Henry J. Martin 
Aline Martt 
Lee Roy Massey 
Larry Edward Maschino 
Samuel Gerald Mauk 
Johnny Robert Mawk 
Sue Mayse 
Carolyn Sue Mayhew 
Betty Lee Mays 
Carol Jean Meade 
Charles Melton 
Ben T. Metcahe 
r 
Marsha Ann Milam 
James C. Miller 
larry Neal Miller 
Jack J . Mills 
James McCormick Mills 
William Brooks Mineer 
Sandra Minqua 
Bill Mitchell 
leonard Wayne Mitchell 
Margaret Charlene Mitchell 
James Darrell Mollette 
Judith Allen Moore 
Rosemary Moore 
Roy Mac Moore 
Ruth Ann Moore 
Joyce Ann Moscoe 
Carol Ann Mullins 
Donald Ray Mullins 
Joseph Franklin Mullins 
Darrell l. Murphy 
Barbara Ann Myers 
lloyd leon Mye·rs 
Anna Belle Mynhier 
E. Tyrone Mynhier 
Alexandra Victoria MacDonald 
Sharon louise McClanahan 
Jack Buford McCorkle 
Billy Hugh McGlone 
Earl Ray McKenzie 
James H. McKenzie 
Carol Jean McKinney 
Carl R. McMichael 
Roger C. McPeek 
Carolyn Nadine Naugle 
Sherry lou Newberry 





Nellie Margaret Nickel 
James Heyward Nickell 
James A. Norsworthy 
Bette LaRue North 
James Lee Noyes 
Tom Fred Nuse 
Leonard John Obergfell 
Carroll Glen Oldfield 
Sandra Lee Oppenheimer 
Harold Glenn Orme 
Thomas Michael O'Rourke 
Alvin Clarke Osborne 
Janice Kay Osborne 
Jesse Jack Osborne 
Kenneth Ray Osborne 
Donald Elmer Paddock 
Marjorie Vern Parrish 
Henry Allan Patrick 
Janice Lea Perry 
Mary Helen Perry 
Philip Marvin Perry 
Oscar Lee Phillips 
Mary Ann Picklesimer 
Robert Wilson Pieratt 
Dale Richard Pierce 
Bruce William Planeaux 
Norman J . Pokley 
Hettie Porter 
Woodie Gene Potter 
Jolene Prater 
Terry Durant Preston 
JoAnn Price 
Judith Ann Price 
Brenda Joyce Proffitt 
Fern Mae Puckett 
Mary Ellen Pumpelly 
, . 
Jack Leslie Rader 
Barbara C. Raisor 
Herbert Dean Ramey 
Charles Edwin Ratliff 
Delores Lynn Rawlings 
Audrey Benedict Ray 
Enoch L. Raybourn, III 
William Lee Redmond 
Roger Allen Reece 
Mary Jane Regan 
Linda Reis 
Arthur Edgur Reynolds 
Dolores Janet Reynolds 
Randy Moore Rice 
Ruthard Allen Richmond 
Patricia Jane Rigdon 
James Edward Riley 
Chalmer Kermit Robbins 
Glenn West Roberson 
Jim Alan Roberts 
Lora Marie Roberts 
Tom S. Robinson 
Francis E. Rolph 
Priscilla Ann Rose 
Robert Lynn Rose 
Wendell Lewis Rose 
JoAnn Rouse 
Charles Hampton Routh 
Clara Rowland 
Rosemary Rowland 
Betty Lou Rudd 
Janet Sue Rudd 
Mildred Sue Ryle 
Gary Clay Salyer 
Anthony Lee Sopp 





Paul Truman Saunders 
Herbert Ernest Schmidt 
Elizabeth R. Schneider 
Sandra Kay Scott 
Elwood E. Sesslar 
James Joseph Sheridan 
Carol Jean Sherman 
John Thomas Shook 
Kenneth luverne Shultz 
Donald F. Shumaker 
Marie Susan Simon 
Barbara Sue Sivis 
Delores Anne Sizemore 
Ireland U. Sloan 
Columbus Slone 
Kenneth Gabe Slusher 
Marilyn Small 
Dave lee Smallwood 
Dean Thomas Smathers 
Charles Hayes Smith 
Mark Arthur Smith 
William luther Smith 
Zola Ann Smith 
Ellsworth Charles Snyder 
lorna Catherine Snyder 
Barbara Patsy Sorrell 
Itis lavonne Sowards 
Naomi Jean Spankman 
Suzanne louise Sparks 
Jimmy B. Spears 
linda Ja·ne Spencer 
Joan Kay Sperry 
Ann Stacey 
Barbara Jane Stamper 
Ronald Wayne Stamper 
Judy Ellen Stark 
, ! 
Kenneth Nolan Staton 
Ba·rbara Gayle Stephens 
Sandra Faye Stephens 
Kitty Lou Stephens 
. James Myron Stevens 
Billy Myers Stewart 
Lawrence Allen Stewart 
Loria Lee Stewart 
Buddie Joe Stidom 
Donna Jean Stone 
James Lowell Sturgill 
Marietta Sturgell 
Bamey Allen Sutton 
Michael John Svec 
William Francis Swanick 
Linda Lou Swearingen 
Gary Symonds 
Bobby Eugene Tackett 
Douglas Lynn Tackett 
Robert L. Tankersley 
Sherrie Ernestine Tarter 
Alma Jean Taylor 
Donald Gene Taylor 
James Henry Thomas 
Mitchell H. Thomas 
William Delano Thompson 
Elizabeth Ann Tincher 
James Omer Townsend 
Judy Ann Trusty 
Linda Darlene Tucker 
Wayne Seth Tufts 
Myra Jeanne Turman 
Lois Catherine Turner 
Lynne Turner 
Nancy Helen Vance 





Sandra Sue VanHoose 
Marsha Elaine Vanlandingham 
Kenneth McKee Vencill 
Nelda Gay Vest 
Douglas Colin Virgin 
Diamond Ray Waddles 
Ella Sue Wagner 
John Walker 
Mary Ann Walker 
Bertie Ann Wallin 
Arlene Margaret Walton 
Niles King Walton 
Martha Jayne Waltz 
Eddie Dean Ward 
Robert F. Ward 
Ronald Keith Ward 
Patricia Ann Warrens 
James Ashford Watson 
Bobbie Frances Webb 
Helen Harrison Webb 
Herman Jackson Webb 
Philip Garold Webb 
Franklin Henry Weir, Jr. 
James Paul West 
Charles Frederick Wetzel 
Danny O'Neil Wheeler 
Kay Frances Wheeler 
Palmer Wheeler 
John Emory White 
Juanita White 
Nellie Claudine White 
Barbara J . Whitt 
Glenn M. Williams 
Gyles Williams 
Jack Robert Williams 
Joseph W. Williams 
.. 
Norma Lee Williams 
Richard Anthony Williams 
Walter Eugene Williams 
Robert Homer Williamson 
Linda Lou Williston 
R. S. Wills, Jr. 
James Randolph Wimberly 
Phy llis Madgelene Wolfe 
Richard Lee Womack 
George Woodham 
Judith Carol Woods 
Wesley Worley 
Marvin Lewis Worthington 
Ron Kent Woyan 
Gwenda Leah Wright 
Annette Youngblood 
Carol Sue Zimmerman 








Our candid camera captured some of the many facets 






















Joe P. Tackett, III 
MISS MOREHEAD 













Arlene D. Shadrach 
Roge r C. Meade 
( 
MOST VERSA TI LE 
Arlene D. Shadrach 
Charles D. Jones 
III 
WANDA PEACE Homecoming Queen 
112 
1 
HOMECOMI NG AT MSC 
This year's homecoming was undoubtedly the finest in the history of Morehead State College. Despite the 
rain, a beautiful queen and court were presented ... floats galore were seen in the annual parade .. . alumni 
in droves returned .. . football at its best was seen . .. and the homecoming dance, featuring Larry Elgart and 




First Place Winner 
Second Place Winner 
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Larry Elgart 
and his orchestra 





NATIONAL CHERRY BLOSSOM CANDIDATE 
Judy Brown 
1" 




THOMAS ALLEN BEHYMER 
New Richmond , Ohio; Biology and Physi-
cal Education; Member of the Morehead 
State College Baseball squad. 
FRANCES WEBB CAIN 
Louisa , Kentucky; Art; President of the 
Beaux Arts Club; Secretary of the Council 
of Presidents; Member of the Kappa Delta 
Pi. 
PHILLIP REED BARKER 
Olive Hill, Kentucky; Social Science; Member 
of the Baptist Student Union; Treasurer of 
the Senior Class. 
MARY HARLENE BOCOOK 
Louisville, Kentucky; English, Memb~r of 
the Literary Arts Club; Member of the 
Beta National Honor Society. 
JENNIFER GAIL CLAY 
Olive Hill, Kentucky; Chemistry and Biolo-
gy; Member of the Open Forum Club; 
Member of the Beta Chi Gamma Club; 




These students have not only shown charac-
ter, leadership and promise , but also have 
a standing of 2 .5 or above. 
GARY VERNON BRANSON 
Price, Kentucky; History and Physi-
cal Education; Member of the Campus 
Club; Member of the Les Courants 
Club; Member of the Student Coun-
cil. 
BETTY DONALDSON COLLINS 
Mt. Sterling Kentucky; 
Speech, Dramatics; Member 
Morehead Players; Member 








CHARLES W ILLIAM DAY 
Sa lt Lick, Kentu cky; Commerce; Presi-
dent of Kappa M u; Member of the 
Vets Club. 
NANCY CAROL FAN NI N 
Race land, Kentucky; Music; Member 
of the Student Counci l; M ember of 
the Mystic Club; Member of the 
Crescendo Club; Member of the 
co llege chorus; M em ber' of the 
Women's Recreational Association. 
JANE YVONNE DAVIS 
Pinsonfork, Kentucky; Elementary Education; 
Member of the Student National Educational 
Association ; Member of the Kappa Delta Pi; 
Member of the Future Teachers Association . 
JOHN RICHARD DUNCAN 
Morehead, Kentucky; Political Science and 
Economics; Reporter for the Student Coun-
cil. 
DON F. FLATT 
Morehead, Kentucky; History, English; Grad-
uated with highest distinction last year; 
Member of the Latin Club; President of 
the Literary Arts Club . 
HOWARD BROWN FALLS 
Charlestown, Indiana; Physical Education; 
Member of the Morehead State College 
track squad. 
ZACHAR IAH CLINTON FUGATE 
Lucasville, Ohio; Member of the Cosmopoli-
tan Club; Member of the Council for Presi-
dents; Member of the Mystic Club; Member 
of the Beta Chi Gamma; Director of the 
Baptist Student Union . 
CLIFTON HALL 
Clearfield, Kentucky; Commerce; Member 
0f the Kappa Mu . 
DORMAN PICKLESIMER, JR. 
West Van Lear, Kentucky; Speech, Dra-
matics; President of the Cosmopolitan Club; 
Member of the Council of Presidents; Mem-
ber of the Morehead Players; Member of 
Les Courants Club; Winner of the Henry 
Clay Speech Contest, 1959. 
GLENNA BEGLEY HAMILTON 
Irvine, Kentucky; Home Economics; Mem-
ber of the Cosmopolitan Club; Member of 
the Home Economics Club; Homecoming 
Queen, 1957; Mountain Laurel Queen Can-
didate. 
SUE ANN PLUMMER 
Vanceburg, Kentucky; English; Winner of a 
scholastic scholarship; Member of the Mys-




WILMA CONLEY FUGATE 
Hillsboro, Kentucky; English; Member of the 
Open Forum; Member of the Beta Club Na-
tional Honor Society. 
BETTY JEAN GREEN 
Morehead, Kentucky; Member of the Kappa 
Delta Pi; Member of the Kappa Mu Club. 
CHARLIE L. JONES 
Morehead, Kentucky; Member of the 
Les Courants. 
ROBERT EDWIN ROSE 
Wurtland, Kentucky; Commerce; 
President of the Campus Club; Presi-
dent of the Senior Class; Member of 
the Kappa Mu Club; co-sports editor 




JOYCE BELCHER SPAULDING 
Draffin, Kentucky; Elementary Edu-
cation; Member of the Kappa Delta 
Pi; Member of the Student National 
Educational Association; State Presi-
dent of the SNEA. 
HOWARD WAYNE WADE 
Indianapolis, Indiana; Speech and 
Dramatics; President of the Baptist 
Student Union; Vice President · of the 
Morehead Players; Member of the 
Les Courants Club. 
MORRIS RAY SHUFFLEBARGER 
McDowell, Kentucky; Science; President of 
Beta Chi Gamma; Treasurer of the Student 
Council; Member of the Mu Sigma Chi Club; 
Member of the Les Courants Club. 
NORMAN R. STARK 
Huntsville, Kentucky; Sociology; Member 
of the Morehead College track squad . 
SONIA ANN WARD 
Ezel, Kentucky; Member of the Council of 
Presidents; Member of the Cosmopolitan 
Club; Member of the Kappa Delta Pi; Mem· 
ber of the Morehead Players; Member of 
the YWCA. 
PETER LOU IS STRODEL 
Huntington, Indiana; Music; Member of 
the Morehead College Band; Member of 
the Morehead Players; Member of the 
Les Courants Club . 
EDGAR PAUL WARINNER 
Albany, Kentucky; Biology; Member of the 
Vet's Club; Member of the Morehead State 
College track squad. 


PRESENTING THE 1959 EAGLES-The Morehead State College football squad turned in the finest gridiron season in recent years as 










MOREHEAD TAKES THE FIELD-The eager Eagles of 
Morehead take the field following the all important 
halftime conference during the Georgetown encount-
MOREHEAD 53-MARYVILLE 0 
The Eagles blasted Maryville, Tennessee, 53-0 for their 
second win of the season . Jim Hastings led the Eagles 
in scoring . 
TENNESSEE TECH 48-MOREHEAD 0 
The Golden Eagles of Tech inflicted the Eagles with their 
worst defeat of the season. Henry Schutte and Buford 
Crager led the play of the Eagles. 
WEST VIRGINIA TECH 20-EAGLES 7 
The Eagles suffered their second loss of the season at 
the hands of Tech . Tackle Bruce Howard was the leading 
player for the Eagles. 
er. Morehead emerged victorious in the season's 









Fields is nailed on the spot after receiving a pass. 
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Eagles offense starts to roll 
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"Yea, Blue . .. " 
MOREHEAD 9-MURRAY 8 
The Morehead Eagles defeated arch-rival Murray 9-8 for 
their first ove win in 9 years . The entire Morehead team 
starred in the victory. 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27-MOREHEAD 0 
Homecoming was spoiled for the Eagles by the Blue 
Raiders of Tennessee. Middle Tenn. led 7-0 at the half 
of a hard fought game that was played in rain and mud. 
















EAST TENNESSEE 27-EAGLES 21 
The Eagles dropped a heartbreaker to East Tennessee in the last 38 seconds. 
Buford Crager dashed 102 yards for the Eagles' last touchdown. 
EAGLES 14-WESTERN 27 
Western defeated the Eagles in a hard fought contest. The Eagles' forward wall 
was led by All OVC guard Wallace Isham. 
EASTERN 1 2-EAGLES 7 
The Eagles were defeated in the battle for the "Hawg Rifle" in the last quarter 
of play in a bitterly fought contest. Wayne Chapman led the play in the Eagles' 
forw ard wall. 
/27 
AROUND THE HORN- Veteran halfback Buddy Fields (35) streaks around end for a five yard gain during the Middle Tennessee 
clash in Jayne Memorial Stadium. Spearheading the interference for Fields is senior guard Wallace Isham (63). 
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Two on one 
Coaching 
Staff 
First row: End coach Buddy Long , Head coach Guy Penny, Line coach Ron-
ald Bentley . 
Second row: Assistant line coach Bill Mack, Assistant backfield coach Ronald 
Hart. 
Eagles prepare for kickoff at Homecoming 
Coach Guy Penny is carried from the field by players after 9-8 win over 
Murray for the firstOVC win in 9 years. 
Eagle reserves eagerly await their chance to get in the battle for the 
"Hawg Rifle." 
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The Eagles trounced Maryville 53-0 for the dedication 
of the new scoreboard. Every member of the squad 
was in the game. 
Basketball 
First row: Assistant Coach Zadia Herrold, Manager J. P. Deaton, Head Coach Bobby Laughlin. 
Second row: Herbie Triplett, Granny Williams, Arthur Cole, Tom Hamil ton, Jim Harrison, Ed Noe, Acie Hall, Mickey Morgan, Henderson Thomp-
son, Jerry Marshall. • 
1959-60 BASKETBALL RESU L TS 
MOREHEAD _________ 88 KI NGS COLLEGE ________________ 55 MOREHEAD _______ ]5 FLORIDA STATE ________________ 78 
MOREHEAD _______ ]O VILLA MADONA ______________ 64 MOREH EAD _____ ___ 82 MIDDLE TENNESSEE _____ __ 89 
MOREHEAD ______ __ 65 OHIO UNIVERSITY ________ __ 76 MOREH EAD ________ 96 MURRAY STATE ______________ 87 
MOREHEAD ________ 67 TENNESSEE TECH ________ ______ 94 MOREHEAD _______ ]3 MISSISSIPPI STATE _______ _____ 75 
MOREHEAD ________ 68 WESTERN STATE _____ __ __ _____ 70 MOREHEAD ___ ____ ]2 EASTERN STATE ___________ _____ 89 
MOREHEAD ________ 55 ST. FRANCIS ____ ________________ 58 MOREHEAD _______ ]2 WESTERN STATE ______________ 85 
MOREHEAD ________ 58 LA SALLE ____________ _____ ____ _____ 63 MOREH EAD ________ 89 EAST TENNESSEE _____ _________ 85 
MOREHEAD ____ ____ 84 EAST TENNESSEE ____________ __ 94 MOREH EAD ________ 69 ST. FRANCIS _______________ _____ 84 
MOREHEAD ________ 83 MIDDLE TENNESSEE ________ 82 MOREHEAD ________ 66 OHIO UNIVERSITY ____________ 96 





Oops! 1'1/ get this one, Ed. 

































Ed Lucke, Coach 
Left to right: Jim Lawrence, John Gibson, Norman Pokley, Don Martin, Bert Greene, 





Left to right: Bill Shackford, Ed DeBaene, David Holton, Harry Weber and Bill Day. 
Left to right: Herbie Triplett, John Galloway, Cliff Hieronymus, Coach Mike Dudley, Kenneth Sol mons, James 
Kelly. 




First row: Joe Crow, Glennis Ramey, Bobby Kincer. 
Golf 
Team 
Second row: Ray Litteral, Heckie Thompson, Clyde Lafferty, Dale Fair, Coach Ed Lucke. 
The tennis players of MSC considered their season a suc-




Left to right, Row one: M. Ghent, 1. McGehee, J . Scobee, J . Galloway, N. 
Stark, R. Kremer. 
Row two: J . Whiteley, W. Chapman, D. Holton, J . Baldridge, P. Warinner, M. 




The MSC track team closed 
the season with an unde-
feated record of 6-0. 
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Jim McGehee wins 440 
Baseball 
Tea m 
Firs;' row: B. Baker, L. McCleese, D. Harper, L. Redman, G . Gillum, J. Fannin, D. Pierce, 
A. DaWson, D. Kandick. 
Second row: J. Hastings, D. Stephenson, C. Caudill, R. Phillips, J. Mayabb, B. Anderson, 
D. Fair,' K._ Downs, T. Behymer, L. Deters, M. Benton, G. Yentes. 
"Hit and run ." 
The baseball season ended for More-












Mrs. Betty Marzan, Bonnie Griffith, Karen Kline, Sharon McClanahan and Lynn Evans . Charles Jones, Tom Hum' 
mer, Bob Rose, Roger Meade, Jim Key, Joe Tackett, and Troy Wheeler. 
TOM HUMMER 
Activity Manager 
JOE P. TACKETT 
Co-Sports Editor 
ROBERT E. ROSE 
Co-Sports Editor 








Karen Sue Hutchinson, Sports Writer 
George Stevens, Sports Editor 
Ray Allen, Sports Writer 
Pat Spencer, Editor 
Ray Hornback, Advisor 
Harry Mayhew, Managing Editor 
Left to right: Jim Riley, Cartoonist; Judie Wilson, Music Editor; Henry Mahew, Managing Editor; Pat Spencer, Editor; George Stevens, Sports Editor; 
Arlene Shadrach, Cooed Editor; Josh Lovelace, Feature Editor; Thelma Barker, Reporter; Lois Moore, Organization Editor; Pam Dalton, Reporter; Zina 
Hamrick, Reporter; Barbara Anglin, Reporter; Judy Kinney, Typist; Ray Alien, Sports Writer; Jane Beam, Reporter, Virginia Gaines, Reporter; Mari-
etta Sturgill, Reporter: June Gray, Religion Editor; Karen Sue Hutchinson, Sports Writer. 
The Trail Blazer is the official bi-weekly newspaper published by the student body. 
With a circulation of 3,500, The Trail Blazer is mailed to alumni and friends through-
out the world. 
Arlene Shadrach , Cooed Editor 
Judie Wilson , Music Editor 
Josh Lovelace, Feature Editor 
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
Seated: Earlyne Saunders, Sponsor; Wanda Peace, Secretary. Standing, left to right: Morris Shuffle-
barger, Treasurer; Tony Cavallo, Vice President; George Kerr, Historian; Buford Crager, President; 
Johnny Duncan, Reporter. 
Barry Davis, Freshman Class Representative 
James Riley, Freshman Class Representative 
Sarah Coleman, Freshman Class Representative 
Seated, left to right: 
Nancy Fannin, Fields Hall. 
Alexandra MacDonald, Allie Young Hall. 
Jim Diamond, Men's Hall. 
Mitchell Ghent, Thompson Hall. 
Standing, left to right: 
Robert Blevins, Commuters Representative 
Robert Fraley, Residents Representative 
Harold Schuh, Village Representative 
Student Council 
Jim Bob Fugate, Senior Class Representative 
Joe P. Tackett, Senior Class President 
Sue Ann Plummer, Senior Class Representative 
Barbara Anglin, Sophomore Class Representative 
Dick Robinson, Sophomore Class President 
George Hazelwood, Sophomore Class Representative 
Judie Wilson, Junior Class Representative 
Gary North, Junior Class Preside nt 
Harry Weber, Junior Class Representative 
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First row, left to right: Ruth Woods, Eleanor Saunders, Pat Caudill, Frances Cain (Secretary), Pat Oberly, Pat Spencer, Joyce Spaulding. Second row, left to right: 
Charles Jones, Jim Nickles, Wayne Wade, Paul Blair, Douglas Osborne, Joe P. Tackett, Dick Robinson, Gary North, James Setser, Roger Meade, Dorman Pickle-
simer, Troy Wheeler, Joel Slaughter, Maurice Shufflebarger, H. D. Reynolds, Burford Grager, Jim Riley. 
Council of Presidents 
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The Council of Presidents is composed of presidents 
from each club and organization on the MSC Campus. 
The Council arranges the calendar of events for each 
year and sponsors the annual Better Dress Week. 
Dr. Doran comments about the 1959-60 academic year at MSC. 
First row, left to right: Kitty Stephens, Pauline Kennedy, Sue Mayse, Gayle Stephens, Linda Spencer. Second row: Sara DeHart, Bonnie Wilson, 
Dudlev Catron , Mrs . Naomi Claypool, Sponsor, Vivian Fields, Secretary, Frances Cain , President, Gary Alletzhauser, Vice President, Mr. Tom 
Young, Sponsor. Third row: Merle Jones, Billy Westerfield, Don Lewis, James Riley, Richard Detrick, James Stites, Patricia Sargent, Helen Ison, 
Lorna Snyder, Sue Roberts, Carol George, Rachael Whitney . 
Beaux Arts Club 
The Beaux Arts Club was established in 1935 for the pur-
pose of stimulating interest in the Fine Arts and to give 
students an opportunity to take part in art activities . 
Each year the club gives a $50.00 scholarship to the out-
standing undergraduate art major and an honorary key 
to the outstanding art senior . 
Modern art is well planned, not just splashes 
Practice makes perfect 
"But where is my masterpiece?" 
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first row: Barbara Angline, Jean Daniels, Phil Barker, Forrest Kelly, Gwenda Wright, Jim Fugate, Mrs . Anne Hale, Faculty Advisor; Wayen Wade, President; 
J . C. Raikes, Pastor Advisor; Pat Spencer, Darrell Stephanson, Janet Campbe ll, Jamet Hamm, Carol Bentley, Secretary. Second row: Billy Westerfield, 
Daisy Lancaster, Sandra Miller, Gray Panter, James Whitely, Lula Rowe, Ne lIie Witt, Roberta Allen, Bonna Stone, Carolyn Applegate, Ada Lou Kirk. Third 
row: Louise Foster, Merita Cooke, Rheba Martin, Mary Helen Birch, Esta Tackett, Pat Peck, Mark Leadingham, Paul Warriner, Robert Gill, Frankie Kan, 
Robe rt Brow n, Henry Jones, Bobbie Webb, Sara Coleman, Sandra Elam, Judy Woods, Aileen Martt, Hermione Thomas, Claudeen White, and Delphalene 
Bre w er . 
Baptist Student Union 
An organization for Baptist and Baptist Prefer-
ence students in institutions of higher learning, 
the Baptist Student Union serves as a connecting 
link between the college student and the local 
church. 
The B.S.U. had as its theme this year "To Teach, 
To Train, To Serve." 
plans are made by Jim and Wade Welcomes you Members pause for a coke 
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First Row, left to right: Judie Wilson, Bonnie Hopson, Jane Kenrick, and Barba ra Follmer. Second row: Zina Hamrick, Thelma Barker, Vivian Jones, Betty 
Manley, Clara Chanler, Sue Roberts, Pat Hall, Ileverly Fryman and Jane Beam. Third row: Harry Weber, Mitchell Ghent, Doug Osborne, Roger Reese, Herb 
Osborne, Keith HU.ffman, faculty advisor; Stanley Gwinn, pastor; Bonnie Davidson, Virginia Gaines and Carol Feather. 
Preparing for Santa 
Wesley Club 
The Wesley Fellowship is designed to provide an 
opportunity for all students to meet the spiritual 
and social needs of campus life . With the additional 
facilities available in the new Student Center there 
are now even greater opportunities for fellowship 
and service. Although maintained by the Methodist 
Church, all students are cordially welcomed . 
Methodist Student Center 
Sitting: Dr. Jackson, sponsor; Helen Galligher, Treasurer; Morris Shuffle barger, President; Rheba Martin, Vice President; Clara Harp, Reporter; Char-
lotte Ethridge, June Gray, Frances Heppington, Jackie Caudill, Gail Sow der, Sandra Elam . Standing: Clyde Maddix, Phillip Barker, Nelson Pettit, 
Roger Shipman, George Kerr, Maurice Esham, Bob Baker, Carl Colburn, Brown Adkins, Donley Hill, Richard Kandik, Joe Hinkle, Paul Warriner, Paul 
Michener, Bob Woodard, James Setser, Denny Burton, George Leslie, Carl Damron, Charles Griffie, Homer Bradley. 
Seta Chi Gama 
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Beta Chi is an organization 
composed of students inter-
ested· in science. Member-
ship is limited to students en-
rolled in biology, chemistry 
or geology and a two point 
over all standing. The bi-
monthly meetings are used 
to discuss science projects in 
which the members have in-
terest. 






Formal Initiation Dinner 
































The Campus Club, organized in 1933 , 
is composed of upperclassmen who have 
been selected on the basis of leadership, 
character, scholarship and achievement . 
A formal letter expressing desire to be-
come a member is required of each new 
candidate. 
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First row, left to right: Scottye Copher, Rheba Martin, Sonia Ward, Sue Plummer, Nancy Carol Fannin, Vice President; Wanda Peace, Evelyn Nygaard, Jean 
Daniels. Second row, left to right: Rosie Ratliff, Eva Bekassy, Mohammedan, "George" Movahed, Carol Bentley, Jim Bob Fugate, Pat Spencer, Mrs. Adron 
Doran, Sponsor; Dorman Picklesimer, President; Judie Wilson, Buford Crager, Greta Duncan, Koo Sung Chung, Glenna Hamilton, Chung Pyo Kim. Third 
row, left to right: Byang Choo Suh, Frankie Kan, Marshall Banks, Terry Wicker, Ted Brown, Henry Jones . 
Cosmopolitan Club 
IS4 
The Cosmdpolitan Club was form-
ed to create enduring friendship 
among students of different na-
tionalities and races. All students 
of foreign countries and minority 
groups are automatically mem-
bers. American students are re-
ceived through invitation only. 
All eyes to the left "Anyone for a second cup?" 
Row one, left to right: Brenda Snelling, Pat Caudill, Nancy Roberts, Sandy Nyilas, Anita Rose, Peggy McNew, Mary Birch and Peggy 
Auxier. Row two: Barbara Anglin, Joan Moore, Carolyn Watson, Geo rgia Mcintyre, Sue Roberts, Patricia Yonts, Patty litton, and Bernice 
Virgin. Row three: Virginia Gaines, Joan Meyer, Barbara Follmer, Ly nn Evans, Kay Irwin, Nina Adams, Emma Lou Gullett, Lynn Crawford, 
Wanda Peace and Joyce Taulbee. 
ADVISORS 
Crown and Scepter 
The Crown and Scepter, a sophomore honorary society" takes as its members those 
women enrolled in a four year college who have shown outstanding scholarship 
and service qualities during their freshman year. The sponsors, Mrs. Doran and 
Mrs. Moore, have many plans for the organization, which was founded this year. 
Left to right: Lynn Evans, Earlyrre Saunders and Virginia Gaines . 
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First row, left to right: Freda Catron; Alma Howard; Yvonne Bentley; Rebecca Laycock; Clara Chandler; Judy Adams; Mary Faris; Ann Tincher; Mary Jane 
Regan; Beverly Fryman; Janice Story; Billie Fields; Glenna Hamilton; Mary Jo Pieratt. Second row, left to right: Fern Puckett, Lula Rowe; Gloria Taylor; 
Rebecca Lewis; Martha Sue Hall; Patty Lou litton; Lois Phelps; Esta Tackett, Secretary; Nancy Roberts, Reporter; Janet Campbell, Historian; Pat Caudill, 
President; linda Gross, Treasurer; Mollie Campbell, Vice President; Patti Bol in, Advisor; Sandra Oppenheimer; Gwenda Wright; Ruth Ann Esham; Priscilla 
Rose; Nellie Witt; Louise Foster; Delphaline Brewer. Third row: Janice Osborne; Norette Hampton; Roberta Allen; Mary Helen Birch; Barbara Allen ; Rita 
Anne Georges; Edith Lewis; Patricia Peck; Lora Robert~; Betty Mays; Sandra Rae Hicks; Sue Reed; Joyce Salyer; Kay Wheeler; Arye Ellington; Iris Sowards; 
Jean Daniels; Martha Jane Waltz; Sue Burchett; Sharon Fannin; Judith Cannon, Marie Adams; Carolyn Skidmore . 
"A stitch in time saves nine!" 
Miss Bolin explains how to compare fabrics. 
Home Economics Club 
The Home Economics dub of Morehead State College was or-
ganized in 1938, primarily for Vocational Home Economics ma-
jors and minors. Participation in the K.H.E.A and the AH.E.A 
keeps the club up to date with the changing world of Home 
Economics. 
Each year the organization raises funds for two scholarships of 
$100 each to be awarded to high school seniors who seek oppor-
tunities for college preparation in the Home Economics field. 
Seated, left to right: Barbara ' Ellen Anglin, Reporter; Emma Lou Gullett; Nancy Patrick Roberts, Secretary-Treasurer; Charles William Day, "resident; James 
D. KelJy, Vice President; and Betty Jean Green, Reporter. 
Standing, left to right: Robert Fraley, Jim Landrum, Ronal€l Osborn, Tom Clayton, Herbert Osborne, Charles A. Atkinson, Clyde B. Green, Tom Horton, 
Troy W. Wheeler, Ralph L. Carder, Sherill Storey, and Billy R. Thomas. 
Kappa Mu Club 
Kappa Mu is composed of majors and 
minors in commerce who have a superi-
or standing in commerce and better than 
a "C" overall. The purpose of the club 
is to develop interest in commercial ac-
tivities. 
The annual Kappa Mu Dinner 
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"To The Moon" 





The Morehead Players give ample opportunity to 
students for the writing, production, and acting 
of plays, as well as the design of scenery, stage 












Left to right: Alex Lesueur, Roy Spaulding, 





Left to right-Row one: Steve Marrs, Clyde Caliguiri, David Smith, Warden; Joe Scherer. Row two: Ronnie Mayo, Will Parker, Dave Jordon, Steve 
Kvichak, Bill Barone. Row three : Charles Green, Jim Morgan, John Higgins, Ed Yetter. Row four: George Gartner, Richard Hammil, James 
Beane, Dr. J . E. Duncan, Advisor; Jim Farrel. Row five : Gary Link, Tom Barnard, Alex Lesueur, Frank Pasquerella. Row six: Howard Rule, Dave 
Cameron, Chris Gallaher, Keith Huffman; Peter Strodel, Secretary-Treasurer. Row seven : Charles Niren, Reigh Shipley, John Stetler, Forrest Kelly, 
Vice President; Fred Marzan. Row eight: William Svec, President; John Doyle, Roy Spaulding. 
" . . . and then we will . . . " 
THETA PI CHAPTER OF PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA was 
chartered in May, 1959. Sin'fonia is dedicated to music and 
music students. Membership offers much for friends in and 




THETA PI CHAPTER 
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA 
First row, left to right: Judy ' Moore, Sue Davidson, Betty Schnieder, Helen Ison , Betty Mays, Thelma Barker, Pattie Clay, Arlene Shadrach, Pat Caudill, Bonnie 
Davidspn, Bev Fryman, Wilma Chinn. Second row, left to right: Sandy Nyilas, Lois Phelps, Ann Young, Janet Stultz, Becky Laycock, Zina Hamrick, Carmela Talo-
rice, Mary Janice Ha lsey, Gloria Caudwell, Max Calhoun, Pledge Captain; Sue Plummer, Treasurer; George Hazelwood, Vice President; Joel Slaughter, President; 
Dorothy Natzke, Secretary; Scotty Copher, Reporter; Miss Ann Pemberton, Sponsor. Third row, left to right: Judy Cannon, Nadine Naugle, Mary Helen Birch, Barbara 
Angli ,!, Virginia Gaines, Lois Fannin, Sherry Fannin, Brenda Jo Snelling, Flo Bates, Nina Adams, Betty Everman, Louraine Duvall, Emily Durrett, Charlene Mitchell, 
Hele n Arnett, Judy Wilson, Lynn Evans, Alexandria McDonald, Ralph Carter, Dan Tucker, Roger Mead, Ted Hall , Don Parks, John Galloway, Cid Cure, Marsha Van-
land ingham, Martha Hall, Mary Smith. 
Mystic Club 
The Mystic Club was organized to foster keen interest in 
sports. Its members aid movements which will assist 
good sportsmanship concerning athletics. The club spon-
sors rallies, the election of cheerleaders and is responsible 
for the homecoming dance each year. The Homecoming 
Queen is presented with an engraved cup each year by 
the Mystic Club. 
President Slaughter makes presentation 
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First row, left to right: Jack R. Hall, Sergeant-at-Arms; Robert F. Kelly, Vice President; Troy W. Wheeler, President; Bill R. 
Thomas, Secretary and Treasurer; Gary N. Knight, Reporter. Second row: Louis Zucco; Paul Warinner; Jim Hastin9~; Jack Kelly; 
Raymond Ingram; Niles Walton; Thomas Murphy; Charles Atkin son; Crayton Queen; James Kelly. Third row: Harold H. Schot; 
Don Reed; Frank Hicks; Keith Brooks; William H. Holbrook; Jack Rader. 
MSC color guard is one of the few 11 men groups in the South. 
Veterans Club 
The Vet's Club is made up of students who are veterans of at 
least ninety days of service in a branch of our Armed Forces. All 
members have been discharged under conditions other than dis-
honorable. The members furnish color guards for parades and 
games and sponsors various social activities for the entire student 
body. The club's purposes are to keep members informed and 
to enable students with a background of common experiences 
to gather for fellowship. 
A 50 star flag is being presented to Dr. Doran by Troy Wheeler. 
American 
Chemical Society 
The A.C.S. is composed of chemistry majors who are planning careers in chemistry. 
Student National 
Front row: Gail Sowder, Clara Harp, 
Helen Galliher, June Gray . 
Back row: Clyde Maddix, Toney Phil-
lips, sponsor, lloyd Goble, James 
Setser, President, Donnley Hill , Bob 
Brewer. 
Educational Association 
Front: Betty Manley, Joyce Spaul-
ding, Jane Davis, Dorothy Freeman, 
Barbara Sivis, Mary Regan; Rachel 
Whitney. 
Middle row: Peggy Young, Wilma 
Wright, Eugene Binion (Reporter), 
Ruth WO,?d (President), Aleta Mann 
(Vice President) , Sandra Johnston, 
(Treasurer), Marlene Messer (Secre-
tary), Gloria Colwell, Marilyn Bach, 
louise Smart, Eleanor Saunders, 
Carol Ann Georges, Ann Young. 
Back Row: She Ivy Craft, Norma Jean 
Ellis, laura Childers, Martha Fry, 
Mary Janice Halsey, Paula Hamilton, 
Robert Gill, James Stites, Drusilla 
lewis, Kay Irvin, Patricia Galliher, 
Shirley Wiley, Virginia Addington, 
Sandra Fulton, lorna Snyder, Rita 
Ann Georges, Shirley Belcher, Janet 
Stultz. 





First row: Myra Turman, Mary 
Anderson, Evelyn Kurth, Bar-
bara Hammonds, Ester Benack, 
Ruth Stephens, Marilyn Wise-
man, Vera Bonkarowski, Mary 
Cameron, Barbara Smith, Con-
nie Crissman. 
Second row: Clyde Caliguiri, 
Joe Scherer, Ronnie Mayo, 
Ronald Barker, Jim Morgan, 
Ed Yetter, Bill Barone, Pat Mar-
tin, William Svec, Mr. Keith 
Huffman. 
Third row: Dave Cameron, 
Wayne Stark, George Gartner, 
Roy Spaulding, Ed Kessler, Jim 
Diamond, Charles Niren. 
Crescendo 
Club 
The Crescendo Club is composed of students who are interested in music and musical activities. 
Disciple 
Student fellowship 
The D.S.F. strives to create unity among Christian students in schools of higher learning. 
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First row: Bette North, Jean 
Harrington, Anna Jean Gayhart, 
Second row: Jean Ellis, Barbara 
Sivis, Vice President. 
Third row: Gordon Barber, 
Marsha Van landingham, Jim 
Morgan, Ray Ailen, Sponsor; 
Sandra Hicks, Paul Blair, Presi-
dent; Fran" Weir, Secretary. 
Kappa 
Delta Pi 
This national honorary fraternity is open to outstanding students in their junior, senior and gradu-
ate;.years. 
First row: Wayne Wade, James 
Stites, George Kerr, Dorman 
Picklesimer, Secretary, Morris 
Shufflebarger, Vice President, 
James Nickell, President, Dr. 
Wilhelm, Exelbirt, Sponsor. 
Second row: Steve Marrs, Joe 
Scherer, James Norsworthy, 
James Morgan, John Adams, 




First row: Betty D. Collins, Social 
Chairman, Eleanor Saunders, Secre· 
tary, Jane Danis, Vice President, 
Vivian Fields, Historian, Joyce 
Spaulding, President. 
Second row: Patti Bolin, Clarica 
Williams, Sponsor, Naomi Claypool, 
Donald lewis, Betty Green, Francis 
Cain. 
The Les Courants is composed of a group of upperclass male students who are organized to stimulate 
interest in the fine arts. 
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First row: Lois Moore, Mary 
L. Rickets, Sue Breeding, Rich-
ard Arrowood, Vice President, 
Anna Mae Warren, President, 
Mary Bocook, Secretary-Treas-
urer, Calia Hicks, Reporter, 
Betty D. Collins, Anna J . Gay-
hart, Sue Plummer. 
Second row: Wilma C. Fu-
gate, Ferr~1 Bolton, Frankie 
L. Evans, Barbara Farley, James 
Casebolt, Charlie Williams, 
David Masters, Dr. Eugene 
Slone, James Nickel, Gearl-






The Literary Arts Club fosters interest in literary arts by sponsoring classic flims and other activities 
related to literature. 
Seated: Dickie Craft, Treasurer, 
H. D. Reynolds, President; Sue 
Breeding, Secretary, Seottye 
Copher. 
Standing: Pat Hoskins, Helen 
Blair, Bonnie Griffith, Gloria 
Colwell, Elwood Miracle, Pro-
gram Chairman; Don Hall, 
Charles Apel, Sponsor. 
The Open Forum was organized as a means of discussing campus problems and problems of general 






The W .R.A. is an organization open to all women students interested in participating in any form 
of p b1 ysical activity. 
First row: Sue Burchett, Mary 
Martha Smith, Sandra Callihan, 
Betty Manley, reporter, Sonia 
Ward, Secretary, Wilma Wright, 
Treasurer, Eleanor Saunders, 
President, Shelby Craft, Vice 
President, Gloria Taylor, Gwen· 
da Wright. 
Second Row: Martha Sue Hall, 
Clara Baker, laura Childers, 
Helen Davis, Norette Hampton, 
Janet Stultz, Ann Young, Martha 
Frye, Betty Everman, Shirley 
Wiley, Roberta Allen, Temple 
Cope, Ruth Wood, louise 
Smart, Dorothy Freeman. 
Young Women's 
Christian Association 
First Row: Rhea Cox, Rheba Mar· 
t in, Reporter, lois Arnett, Vice 
Preside nt, Nadine Carver, Secre· 
tary, Pat Oberley, President, Helen 
Ison, Alma Robertson . 
Second Row: Dot Natzke, Char. 
:Iene Atkins, Helen Webb, Joy 
Johnson , Kay Wheeler, Nancy 
Vance, Sue Evans, Joyce Callihan, 
Rose Honaker, Helen Dameron. 
Third row: Annett Youngblood, 
Sue Morris, lorraine Duvall, Sa· 
brina Tolliver, Alexandria MeDon· 
aid, Ann Pemberton, Sponsor. 
Fourth Row: Helen Davis, Clotine 
Ferguson, Marilyn Bach, Shel"'a 
Branham, Betty Caudill, Delores 
Sizemore, Sue lucke, Sponsor. 
Fifth Row: Temple Cope, Clara 
Baker, Mildred Kyle, Bonnie Wilson , 
Gail Ousley, Darlene McCann, An· 
na Henry, Carol Zimmerman, Mar· 
gie Kegley, Gwenda Wright, Janice 
lambert. • 
The Y.W.c.A. sponsors a program that is both social and religious . The primary purpose being to 









First row: G. Chancellor, P. Ward, S. Oney, S. Blair, E. Tolliver, D.Caudill, E. Craigmyle, Dietitian, I. Evans, M. layne, E. Amburgey, 
M. Wells, M. Johnson. 
Second row: N. Wallace, P. Mynhier, J. Wells, B. Davis, G. Fouch, A. Randolph, V. Blair, A. Morrison, T. Pennington, B. Hardin, J. Ad-
kins, M. Fultz, R. Blevins, N. Scaggs, E. Butler. 
j 
CIVIC CELEBRITY SERIES 
The Civic Celebrity Series brings to the Morehead 
State College Campus outstanding performances 
by leading celebrities from throughout the world . 
The 1959-60 series brought to the campus the 
Danville Players, the Four Freshmen, the Louis-
ville Orchestra, Varel and Bailly, the Dance Drama 
Company and Raymond Massey. 
People from throughout the Morehead region 
compose the membership of the Celebrity Series 
w ith students being admitted by identification 
ca rd . 
The Four Freshmen sign autographs following their concert 
The lou isville Orchestra directed by Robert Whitney 




BETTER DRESS WEEK 
Better Dress Week is an annual event sponsored 
by the President's Council. It is highlighted by 
a style show and dance and has become one of 
the big events on campus . Student's serve as 
models at the style show which is coordinated 
by Mrs. Adron Doran . 
Wanda Peace and Jim Scobee 
Sue Plummer and Troy Wheeler 
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Judy Brown and Gary North 
Wilma Conley and Jim Key 
Wilma Ison and Harry Weber 
Judie Wilson and Roger Meade 
Glenna Hamilton and J. L. Vanhoose 
Wilma Chinn and David Applegate 
Charles Jones 
Which way to Death Valley? 
Scene from Yosemite National Park 
The bus that went West 
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WESTERN FIELD TRIP 
The Western Field Trip, sponsored by 
the Geography Department, went into 
all of the Western states on a fun-filled 
but educational tour which offered many 
wonderful experiences to the participants. 
An Eastern trip is planned for the 1960 
summer. 
Westward, Hooooooo 
Viewing Grand Canyon 
Widely acclaimed Robert Francis conducts a class 
Hindman's James Still talks with a workshop par· 
ticipant 
WRITER'S WORKSHOP 
The Annual Writer's Workshop has become one 
of the finest in the nation. Persons from 15 
states attended the summer workshop directed 
by AI Stewart. Persons shown on this page are 
seen enjoying the informal atmosphere which 
has helped make the Workshop so successful. 
Peggy Simpson Curry, noted writer, discusses a story with one of the workshop 
participants 
An outdoor class . . . 
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SUMMER MUSIC CAMP 
Over 200 students from high schools in the More-
head region attended the annual summer music 
camp. The eight-day camp is one of informal music-
al study in an atmosphere of gaiety and fun. 
Instruction was held in instrumental and vocal music, 
marching band and baton twirling . A staff of 15 
highly trained persons conducted the camp. 
Fred Marzan directs the band 
Beauties ... 
The staff ... 
"Mail Call," says Dr. Duncan 
Vocaliz ing . .. You blow here . . . 
The 1960 edition of the Raconteur is devoted to the interpretation 
of Morehead State College as seen through the eyes of the staff. 
We feel that a complete interpretation of Morehead State College 
would not be complete without a section devoted to the citizens 
of Morehead who have helped make this annual possible. 
The friendly, warm and receptive manner in which the students 
of Morehead State College are received by the citizens of Morehead 
is indicative of the cooperative spirit which not only prevails on the 
campus but in the city of Morehead . 
It is with this in mind that the Raconteur Staff takes great pleasure 
in presenting our patrons. 
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THE BRUCE MOTEL 
One block from restaurant, business, and theater district 
C. ROGER LEWIS AGENCY 
Be sure you insure in sure insurance! 
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THE SOUTHERN BELLE and STUDIO 
Ladies' and Children's Ready-to-Wear Clothing, Costume Jewelry, Gifts 
RA Y/S SUPERMARKET 
Fresh Meats, Groceries, and Vegetables 
179 
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ROARK/S SPORT SHOP 
"Morehead's Sportsman's Headquarters" 
Browning and Colt Dealer- Fishing Tackle 
McBRA YER-PIERCE 
Self-Service Variety Stores 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Olive Hill, Kentucky 
Vanceburg, Kentucky 















THE DAIRY MART 
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Prompt service and delicious food! 
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MIDLAND TRAIL GARAGE 
Morehe~d's Chevrolet dealer who has been serving you for 26 years 
Best Wishes to the Students and 
Faculty of 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
From 
IMPERIAL CLEANERS 
Our Specialty Is 
~~Ieaning 
~WURR~-? 
--.:::J..._ ;" - -.. _ 
~~ ~ ( 




















First Place Winner 
FOOD 




, Antiques Country Ham 
Air Conditioned for Your Comfort 
CAL VERT/S GARAGE 
AND TRANSFER SERVICE 
Your Goodyear Tire and Battery Dealer 
For Local and Long Distance Moving 
For Dependable Repair Service 
Expert Lubrication 
If it's good food you want, 







Sofe Deposit Boxes 
Banking By Mail 
Bank Money Orders 
Chri stmas Clubs 
Travele rs Checks 
Savings Bonds 
Collections 
ALLEN/S IGA FOOD-LINER 
"For the best groceries anywhere" 
THE CITIZEN/S BANK 
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 




Individual Loon s 
Business Loan s 
Automobile Loons 





Personal Loo ns 
Secured by 




For prompt, courteous service stop at 
HELWIGS STANDARD OIL STATION. 






Phone ST 4-4849 Wilson Avenue 
W M 0 R 
1330 on Your DIAL 
Your Public Service Station 




Short Orders, Oysters, Shrimp, Chicken and T-Bone Steak 
188 Large or small, we welcome your account! 
· When you're thinking of a NEW or USED car - See us at 
CURTIS MOTOR SALES 
Your friendly DeSOTO - PLYMOUTH dealer 
U. W. Waltz - Owner 
MOREHEAD HOME & AUTO 
invites you to see our 
complete line of 
APPLIANCES 
Also 
Morehead's nre$toae Dealer. 
BISHOp/S 
Serving this community's drug needs 
for over 
Half a Century 
Established 1896 
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MARTINIS DEPARTMENT STORE 
Clothing for the entire family 
GREYHOUND RESTAURANT 
Serving good food and orders to carry out 
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KEITH & DAVIS RESTAURANT 
Open 24 hours a day 
MOREHEAD SUNOCO SERVICE 





It has certainly been a privilege and an honor to have been the editor 
of the 1960 edition of the Raconteur and to have worked with the wonder-
ful people who served on the staff. 
We were faced with more tasks and experiences than meets the eye. 
Many hours were spent in the small office in Thompson Hall in preparing 
layouts and copy, cropping pictures, and other items too numerous to 
mention. 
There were times when we felt as if this book would never meet its 
deadline. For some reason things were always going wrong. Pictures which 
we needed weren't to the perfected point or someone couldn't meet his 
deadline with an assignment. But with the complete cooperation of each 
staff member everything ended well. 
If I failed to mention our advisor, Mr. Ray Hornback, I would be doing 
a terrible injustice to this book. He was always standing by to offer his assist-
ance in any way possible. His ideas and suggestions always proved satis-
factory. If it had not been for Mr. Hornback, this book would have fallen 
far short of its initial goal. 
It is rather difficult to satisfy everyone, but it has been our ultimate aim 
to satisfy as many people as possible on the campus and to make this 
book a true 1959-60 mirror of Morehead State College. 
With the last paragraph on the last page, I would like to say "THANK 
YOU" to the entire staff and everyone who contributed something to the 
publication of the 1960 Raconteur. 
